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SUMMARY

Enhancing productivity is a central concern in the Air Force, as it is in most or-
ganizations. To achieve improvements in organizational productivity, a variety of
techniques have been proposed. Three of the most researched and written about
techniques are feedback, goal setting, and incentives, but most of the published
material on these enhancements is technical in nature and addressed to a re-
search-oriented audience. Such material is not typically helpful, to operational
managers who wish to use feedback, goal setting, and incentives to enhance the
productivity of their own organizations.

This manual bridges the gap between the research literature and the needs of op-
erational managers: It offers practical prescriptions for how to design and im-
plement feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems in Air Force organizations.

The first section presents bakground information on feedback, goal setting, and
incentive systems and on measuring productivity. It gives formal definitions;
discusses why- each system,. works; and compares the expected effects of the
three systems. The main section discusses issues pertinent to the design of each
of the 'three systems. These are presented in the form of a series of design
issues that must be resolved. Each issue is presented, and factors to be consid-
ered in deciding how to resolve each are discussed.

Also presented is a comprehensive list of incentives and forms of recognition
that could be used in Air Forne organizations. These were identified by an ex-
tensive seareh of literature and interviews with many different persons inside
and outside of the Air Force. The attractiveness of each incentive and form of
recogrution to a sample of 1,522 Air Force enlisted persormel was determined by
a mail survey. The manual presents attractiveness data for each incentive and
form of recognition. In addition, the survey responses are broken down by sex,
grade, command, marital status, and presence of dependent children. The incen-
tives and forms of recognition and their attractiveness should be useful to man-
agers in deciding which incentives to use in an incentive system. The manual
also includes examples of feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems that have
been used in other settings, aod a description of how to evaluate the effects of
such systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To be as productive as possible, the Air Force must utilize its human re-
sources well. This means good management of personnel. Among the best
known and most effective techniques for maximizing 'motivation are feedback,
goal setting, and incentives. Most of what has been written about these tech-
niques is techmical and not particularly helpful to commanders and managers who
want to apply them in their organizations. The purpose of this manual is to
bridge the gap by explaining, in very practical terms, how to design and imple-
ment feedback, goal setting, and incentivm in Air Force organizations.

Who This Manual Is Intended For

This manual is intended for commanders, winners, and supervisors inter-
ested in implementing feedback, goal setting, and/or incentive systems in Air
Force organizations. It can, also be used by Air Force personnel wishing to learn
more about these teclmiques. It is written for a non-technical audience. No spe-
cial behavioral science knowledge is necessary to understand and use this manual.

Overvie Of Contents

This manual is divided into six sections. The first is background infor-
mation on feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems. It provides definitions,
explains why each system works, and,compares the expected effects of the three
systems. It covers the importance of properly measuring productivity and dis-
cusses general principles for developing high quality prc 'ct.ivity measures.

The second section constitutes the heart of the manual. It tells how to
design and implement feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems. Issues perti-
nent to each system are discussed, and a summary of key issues is presented at
the end of each discussion. This section also recommends implementation 'Strate-
gies.

The third section describes how to evaluate the implementation of systems
such as these. The fourth section gives brief examples of feedback, goal set-
ting, and incentive systems that have been used. The fifth section presents a
comprehensive list of incentives and other forms of recognition that could be
used in Air Force organizations. Also included in this section are the results of
a survey which show the attractiveness of these incentives and forms of recog-
nition to Air Force enlisted persormel. The last section lists sources where
further information can be found on productivity measurement, and on feedback,
goal setting, and incentive systems.

10



IL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This section presents definitions of feedback, goal se ting, and incentives.
Reasons why each of these productivity enhancements works are also discussed,
the three enlancements are compared, and ways of measuring productivity are
dis cussed.

Definitions

Feedback, goal setting, and incentives may be best defined by indicating the
key characteristics of each technique.

A GOOD FEEDBACK SYSTEM IS:

Formal: A feedback system for collecting and presenting information uses
procedures that have been discussed, agreed to, and planned by job
incumbents and supervisors in advance. A feedback pystem is dif-
ferent from the type of feedback where the boss occasionally tells
workers that they are doing a good or poor job. This occasional
information is informal feedback and is not what is meant here.

Based on quantitative information about productivjty : Information fed back
is in the form of numerical data that describe how well a job is
being done.

Used with individuals or groups: The feedback system can be used with
individuals or with groups such as sections, branches, divisions, etc.

Presented in written form: Feedback information is presented in the form
of a feedback report that can be studied and discussed.

Done on a Tegular, recurriw basis: Feedback information is given on a
regular basis that is known in advance and expected; e.g. , at the end
of each Month.

A GOOD GOAL SETTING SYSTEM IS:

Formal: A goal setting system for setting and reviewing goals uses proce-
dures that have been discussed and agreed upon in advance by job
incumbents and supervisors.



Based on uantitative oals: Goals are set in terms of specific, numerical
values rather than in vague terms such as "do as well as possible."

Used wIth individuals or_groups: Goal sett ng can be used with individuals
or with groups, such as sections, branches, divisions, etc.

Used to enhance preductivity: Goals are set in terms of how well the in-
dividual or group does the job.

Based f2n_goals set in face-to-face sessions between incumbents and man-agers: Goals are set jointly by the people doing the work and theirsupervisors.

Done on a Ltivtar,_ recurring basis: Goals are set regularly on an ex-
pected, pre-arranged schedule; e.g., once a month.

Revie ed and reset after each performance peri At the end of each
performance period (e.g., a month) productivity is reviewed and anew goal set for the next period.

A GOOD INCENTINM SYSTEM IS:

Formal: Ail incentive system uses procedures that have been discussed and
agreed upon in advance by job incumbents and supervisors. This isin contrast to an informal incentive in which the manager gives an
incentive or recognition when he/she thinks it appropriate.

Composed of regularly occurring_awards and benefits: Attractive awards
and benefits determined in advance are awarded on a regular. pre-
dictable basis, such as once a month.

Used with individuals or rou s: Incentives can be used with individuals or
with groups, such as sections, branches, divisions, etc.

Used_to enhance productivity: The awards or benefits from incentives are
based on how well the job is done.

Based on pre-defined rules known to all in advance: What it takes to earn
incentives and what these incentives will be are known in advance
by everyone involved.

12



Logic of Why Each System Works

In order to implement feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems effec-
tively, it is helpful to understand why they affect people and increase their pro-
dii

Most managers know that a feedback system which produces regular, pos-
itive feedback for a job well done is a valuable management tool, but few use it
to its full potential. A formal feedback system gives workers positive feedback
on a regular basis. This allows them to work smarter: they know what to fo-
cus tbeir efforts on, they can correct mistakes, they can diagnose reasons for
problems, and they know when a problem is fixed. In addition, they can be held
more accountable for their work, and they know it. They know that manage-
ment cares about what they are doing. Finally, feedback encourages pride in ac-
complislunent and permits constructive competition.

Goal setting works for all the same reasons as feedback, since feedback
must be present to conduct goal setting. In addition, goal setting works because
workers know the level of performance that is expected of them. Having
something to shoot for is motivating, as is the public commitment to attain the
goal.

Incentive systems work for all the reasons given above for feedback and
goal setting, since feedback is always present in an incentive system and since
some sort of goal setting is frequently used as well. In addition, incentive sys-
tems work because of the attraction of the incentive. In addition to the inherent
value of an incentive, those receiving the incentive also get recognition. Getting
an incentive carries with it recognition for a job well done. Finally, incentives
show that a worker's efforts are appreciated.

Com a ison of Feedback Goal Setti and Incentive S- e_s

Managers who contemplate the use of feedback, goal setting, and incentive
programs wonder what to expect from their use. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
predict exactly what will happen as a result of these programs. Their effects
depend on how the systems are designed and on the unique characteristics of the
organization in which they are used. However, managers can get some idea of
what to expect from the comparison presented in Table I. These comparative

1 3
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Table 1. Comparison o_ Feedback,
Goal Setting, and Incentive Systems

Goal
Factors Feedback Setting hicentives

Ease of design Easier Moderate Harder

Cost of operation Low Low Higher

Supervisory time n- ded
to operate

Low Low Moderate

Expected supervisory
reactions

Positive Positive mixed

Expected incumbent
reactions

Positive Positive Mixed

Ease of changing system
once it is operational

Easy Easy Difficult

Effects on personnel
not in the system

Neutral Neutral Negative

Incremental effe- s on
productivity

Strong Moderate Small

I 4
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results show what one may expect in general for each system in terms of such
factors as ease of design, cost of operation, etc.

Ease of desizn

In Table 1, the first factor for comparison is ease of design. As shall
be discussed at some length below, the most difficult part of designing any of
these three systems is developing a good measure of productivity. In fact, it is
so important, that an entire section of this manual is devoted to it. Once a good
measure of productivity is completed, most of the work to develop any of these
three systems is completed. Although we shall discuss how to get good measures
later in the manual, assume for comparison purposes that a good productivity
measurement system has been developed and that the systems in place have fol-
lowed the guidelines proposed later in this manual.

Although most design issues are addressed in developing a measurement
system, some must still be addressed to develop a feedback system, but none is
particularly difficult. Therefore, a feedback system is relatively easy to design.
Goal setting is somewhat more difficult to design since the issues involved are
more complex. Incentive systems are substantially more difficult to design than
either of the other two since so many very important and hard to resolve issues
must be addressed.

Cost of operation

The cost of operating feedback and goal setting systems is fairly low.
Preparing feedback reports and keeping track of goals are typically fairly easy
to do and require little personnel time. This does not, however, include the cost
of developing and maintaining a productivity measurement system, which is neces-
sary for the implementation of all three systems. Collecting and processing data
to measure productivity can be time-consuming. The cost of incentive systems
varies, depending on the nature of the incentives involved, but the cost of such a
system can be substantially more than that of either of the other two systems.
Using financial incentives or time off from work can be costly, whereas other
incentives, such as formal congratulations by the commanding officer, are less
costly.

Supervisory time needed to operate

The amount of supervisory time needed to run a feedback or goal setting
system is fairly low once the system is operational. Supervisory time is re-
quired to make sure measurement data are being collected and processed, and to

6
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meet with unit personmel to review feedback reports and/or set goals. These
activities should not be very time-consuming. The only exception to this is if
goals are set with individuals. This requires the supervisor to meet with each
individual for each performance period (e.g., each month). However, such indi-
vidual goal setting is not recommended, at least for incumbents. Such programs
take up too much supervisory time, and objective measurement of indiv.dual pro-
ductivity is typically too difficult to be done well.

Enecte4 suomvisory reactions

Supervisors can be expected to have positive reactions to feedback and
goal setting programs that are done well. Supervisors like feedback because it
increases productivity. Feedback also makes it easier to see where problems
exist and allocate resources on a more objective basis. Feedback can also be
used to determine the effects of any improvements made. In addition, feedback
helps them counsel problem personnel.

Supervisors like goal setting for the same reasms they like feedback. In
add tion, goal setting provides them with a tool for motivating personnel. One
thing supervisors do not like about goals is that they are held accountable for
reaching these goals. This is especielly true if they feel they do not have direct
control over accomplishing the goals, or if they believe goals are set too high.

Supervisor reactions to incentives are mixed, at best. Most supervisors
feel that incentives are unnecessary, that persomiel should want to do a good job
without incentives. Also, supervisors may find incentives difficult to administer
and feel that incentives create problems in units which do not get the incentives.
They may also feel that a formal incentive system decreases their power to
award an incentive informally when they judge it appropriate. TIAs is not to say
that all supervisors are negative toward incentives; some are quite positive.
However, one should expect more negative supervisory reactions than positive re-
actions. Finally, the negative reaction is lessened when incentives are limited to
forms of recognition such as trophies, letters of commendation, or other formal
recognition.

Expected incumbent reactions

The reactions of incumbents to well-desiired feedback and goal setting
programs will be very positive, usually even more positive than the reactions of
supervisors. Such systems let incumbents know where they stand and add vari-
ety to their work. These systems also make both recognition and reprimands
more accurate and fair. Incumbents will be mixed in their reactions to

7 16



incentives but overall, more positive than supervisors. They like being formally
recognized for working hard, and like the incentives themselves. Usually, very
productive units will like the incentive system, whereas units with lower
productivity will not. As with supervisors, some incumbents feel that personnel
should not need incentives to do a good job, but the percentage of incumbents who
feel this way is much smaller than for supervisors. Finally, some perceptions
of inequities in the awarding of incentives are unavoidable.

Ease of changing the system once it is operational

Another point of comparison is the ease of changing the program after it
is operational. It is almost always necessary to modify and "fine-tune" an oper-
ational system. This is because all possible operational difficulties cannot be
anticipated. The question is how difficult it is to make these changes once the
system is operational. For feedback and goal setting, such changes are made
fairly easily and will generally be accepted by unit personnel because they see
the need for the changes. Changes in incentive systems are much more difficult
to make, especially if the change increases the difficulty of getting an incentive
or alters the type of incentive to be awarded. It is almost impossible to make
such changes in incentives without some individuals feeling the change was un-
fair.

ec s on -ersonnel not in the s stern

Implementing feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems also affects in-
dividuals or units not included in the program. For example, implementation of
such programs in one maintenance unit will likely be noticed by other mainte-
nance units. For a feedback or goal setting system, this effect will most likely
be neutral. That is, the other units may be interested in what is being done,
how it works, and its effects, but they will probably not be overly concerned
that they do not 1-/rtve the program themselves. If they feel it is a good program,
they may express a desire to have it in their urLit, but will typically be patient if
it takes some time for that to occur. In contrast, the effects of an incentive
program on units not included in. the system will most likely be negative. Per-
sonnel in the other unit will generally feel resentful that they do not have the op-
portunity to earn the incentives. They will probably feel this way even though
they have mixed feelings about incentives themselves.

Incremental effects on productivity

The final point of comparison is the effects of the three programs on
productivity. This comparison is the most difficult, since it depends on so many

1 7



factors. such as the quality of the measurement system, the quality of theprogram, the initial level of productivity of the units, etc. The best way toexpress the expected effects of the three systems on productivity is to indicatethe size of the increase that would occur if each were added to the next.Specifically, it can be said that adding a good feedback system to a unit willgenerally result in a very strong increase in productivity. Adding a goal -ttingprogram to the feedback program will produce a further increase inbut not as large as the initial increase due to feedback. Adding an incentivesprogram to feedback plus goal setting will add a small increase in productivitybeyond feedback and goal setting.

Devejppnient of Productivi Measures

Developing a feedback, goal setting, or incentive system requires a meansof measuring the behavior one wants to change. Although this is not intended tobe a manual on how to develop measures for use in feedback, goal setting, andincentive systems, some disclission of this important topic is presented. It is as-sumed that the goal of the program is to improve productivity. This discussionof measures is equally applicable to other behaviors c¶ interest, such as safetyand training, but since productivity increase is the most common objective, it willbe the primary focus.

Approaches

There are four primary ways that productivity can be measured. Theweakest approach will be presented first, and the discussion will proceed to thebest. The weakest method is the subjective Ipprosch, in which the manager de-termines the level of productivity of the unit by judgment. The judgment may bebased on some objective measures, but the final conclusion about 1.1ie level ofproductivity is derived from a subjective impression by the manager.

In the inceru31ete obLective approach, objective measures are used to de-termine productivity, but not all important aspects of the work are measured.Typically, measures used are those that are easy to collect, or are already beingcollected. Although it has serious flaws, this is the most common type of pro-ductivity measurement system.

In the cornplete objective apProach, a careful attempt is made to get mea-sures of all the important parts of the work, rather than simply those which areeasy to measure or are already measured.

918



The best approach is the importance-we! hted complete objective approach,
which resembles the complete objective approach in that all the important aspects
of the work are measured, but goes one step further. This approach takes into

account the fact that the various accomplishments of the unit are not equally
important. It addresses -ads issue by weighting different accomplishments
according to their importance. The result is -thnt the more important accom-
plishments count more toward how well the unit is doing than those which are
less important. T17d.s importance weighting allows the separate measures to be
easily combined into a single overall index.

Criteria for a good productivity measurement system

In order to select a good productivity measurement system, a number of

factors should be considered. It may not be possible to meet the criteria for a
good productivity measurement system in every case, but the criteria point -to the
issues involved. An important criterion is that the system produce an overall
index of productivity. Having several measures of different adrigs the unit does
is highly useful, but the system should also produce a single value that indicates
how well the unit is doing. This is important for motivational purposes. A sin-
gle index gives unit personnel a picture of their overall productivity improvement
or decline. This information is motivating in and of itself. In addition, a single
index is valuable for informational purposes. It tells the manager at a glance
how the unit is doing. It saves the manager from having to perform the difficult
task of translating numerous measures into an overall picture of the unit's pro-
ductiv

Another criterion for a good measurement system is that it should provide
subindices of productivity. That is, in addition to the single overall index, it
should provide information on each of the important things the unit does. This is
important for feedback purposes. Information on each of the unit's activities
gives incumbents, supervisors, and managers information on where the unit is
doing well and where it is not doing so -well. This allows managers to decide
where changes need to be made, what the priorities should be, and how to allo-
cate resources.

Yet-another criterion is that the measurement system should be valid. Va-
lidity means several things here. First, it means that the system should be ac-
curate. The activities that are measured must be those on which the unit should
focus. In addition, the Measures themselves must accurately reflect how well
the unit is doing. Validity also means completeness. A good measurement
system must measure all the important functions of the unit. If the system mea-
sures only some of the important activities of the unit, this creates the
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potentially very serious problem of improving activities that are measured whilenot improving activities that are not measured. This can be extremely
counterproductive. If the measurement system includes all the important activi-ties of the unit, this problem will not be present. Finally, to be valid, themeasurement system must reflect importance. The different activities of theunit vary in importance, and their differing importance should be reflected in the
productivity measurement system.

An additional criterion for the measurement system is acceptance. Thesystem must be accepted by those whose efforts will be measured. They mustconsider it valid, useful, and worth the trouble to collect the data. If users do
not accept the system, it will not be nearly as effective as it could be.

A final criterion is that measurement should allow for direct comparisonacross units. It is desirable for the system to be structured such that a managercan directly compare different units. This facilitates the job of deciding suchmatters as resource allocation. It also makes it much easier to design goal
setting and incentive systems since goals and incentives can be made equivalent
for different units.

m'arison of measures to criteria

Four geneTal ways to measure productivity and a series of c iter a bywhich to evaluate such measures have been identified. Table 2 examines the
four measurement approaches in terms of the evaluation criteria. The four ap-
proaches appear at the top of the table; the evaluation criteria are listed to theleft. As shown in the table, the Subjective and Incomplete Objective approaches
do not result in an effective overall index. The Subjective approach could pro-
duce an overall impression of the unit's productivity, but it would be difficult toobtain on a regular basis. It is possible to get an overall index with the 'Com-
plete Objective approach by adding the different measures, but it is a weak
overall measure since it does not take importance into consideration. The Im-
portance-Weighted Complete Objective approach is designed to generate a single
index.

The criterion of subindices is not met by the Subjective approach. It is
met only partially by the Incomplete Objective approach because, while there are
subindices for those areas measured, there are no subindices for the areas not
measured. The last two methods allow for subindices.

The validity of the Subjective approach is low. There is no guarantee
that the correct activities are being measured, or that what is being measured is
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Table 2. Comparison of Possible
Productivity Measures to Criteria

Subjective Incomplete Complete Importance
Objectve Objective Weighted

Complete
Objective

Criteria

Overall fridex No

Subindices No

Validity

No Pos ible Yes

Partially Yes Yes

Accuracy Low Low High High

Completen Low Low High High

Reflects
importance No No No Yes

Acceptance Low oderate Moderate High

Direct comparison No Possible
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measured properly. The method does not ensure that all important aspects of the
work are included, nor that relative importance is maintained. The Incomplete
Objective method is also low in validity. It is not accurate since it does not in-
clude all the important unit functions, nor does it incorporate varying importance.
The Complete Objective method is a large improvement since it does include all
important activities and is thus more likely to be accurate. The most valid ap-
proach is the Importance-Weighted Complete Objective approach. It has the va-
lidity features of the Complete Objective method, and it also reflects relative
mportance.

Acceptance of the Subjective method is likely to be quite low. This is
primarily becausc it is seen by the users as low in validity. Acceptance in-
creases as the method becomes, more valid.

The last criterion is the ability to give a direct comparison across units.
The only method that affords this capability is the last one, and only fairly so-
phisticated versions of that apProach. Methods that allow for direct comparison
are described in Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg (1987a) and in
Tuttle and Weaver (1986b).

In summary, there are a variety of ways of measuring for feedback, goal
setting, and incentive systems. There are four basic approaches, and there are
multiple variations within each one. Also, there are a number of criteria against
which to evaluate a measurement system. Application of these criteria clearly
shows that the Importance-Weighted Complete Objective method is the best mea-
surement approach.

As was indicated above, this manual is not meant to be a guide for devel-
oping productivity measurement systems. It does, however, suggest the issues to
be considered in deciding the measurement system to use. In addition, some gen-
eral recommendations are made. The Subjective method should be avoided, and
most managers would not consider using it as a basis for formal feedback, goal
setting, or incentive systems. The Subjective approach lacks validity, is difficult
for unit personnel to accept, and does not give measures on the regular basis
needed for formal systems.

Great caution should be used in employing the Incomplete Objective method.
The most serious problem with it is that activities not measured are not attended
to once the feedback, goal setting, or incentive system is in place. What is at-
tended to are activities that are measured. Using such an incomplete system can,
in some cases, do more harm than good. Unfortunately, many managers use such
a system because it is easy to develop. One merely collects measures that are
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readily available and starts a system. Because of its ease of use, there is greattemptation to use the Incomplete Objective approach. The question managerscontemplating use of this method need to answer, however, is what will happento the overall functioning of the unit if the activities not measured are given
much less attention than they are now. If the answer is that this would createserious problems, this method should not be used. If the unmeasured parts ofthe work are not yery important, the approach could be used. Frequently, how-ever, activities that are difficult to measure, and thus not measured, are some ofthe most important activities of the unit.

If the decision is made to use the Incomplete Objective approach, the man-
ager should make sure that the resulting measures are good ones. It is not un-
common to find that a selected measure includes components that are very dif-ferent from what even experienced persormel believe it includes. As a conse-
quence, careful determination should be made of exactly what each measure in-cludes and its appropriateness for use should be carefully assessed.

Developing the best measures of productivity is not always possible be-cause of constraints such as a lack of time or funds. In such cases, the mea-sures used should be compared with the criteria listed above. Knowledge of a
measurement system's weaknesses will improve how it is implemented and used.

For those who wish to use more sophisticated approaches to measuring
productivity, see Tuttle and Weaver (1986a, 1986b) and Pritchard, et al. (1987a).

DEVELOPFING FEEDBACK GOAL SETTENG AND FNCENTIVE
YSTEMS

This section describes how to design and implement feedback, goal setting,
and incentive systems. It is divided into six sub-sections: (a) identification of
objectives; (b) design issues in developing feedback systems; (c) design issues in
developing goal setting systems; (d) design issues in developing incentive systems;(e) issues common to designing all three systems; and (f) recommended imple-
mentation strategy.

Identific ton of Ob'ectives

The first issue in designing a system is deciding what one wants to
change. This means identifying objectives. Up to now, it has been assumed that
the manager wants to change unit productivity, but this may not always be the
case. For example it would be quite feasible to design feedback, goal setting,
and incentive systems to increase the effectiveness of training, improve safety,
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or increase reenlistment. In designing a system, it would also be possible to in-
clude some or all of these along with productivity. In any event, the manager
must decide exactly what is to be included in the system, since that decisionguides each subit step. In most cases, the objectives will be fairly obvious,
but it is worth careful consideration at the start of the design. In the discussion
to follow, it is assumed that the ultimate objective is productivity, although the
points to be raised apply equally well for other objectives.

Des Is ues in Deve o Feedback S sten

In order to design a feedback system, a series of questions must be an-swered. To answer these questions, certain factors should be considered.

s ould be involved in the desin of the feedback s em?

In designinz a system, you must decide who will be involved in the design
of the feedback system. At one extreme, you could design it without assistance.
At the other extreme, the entire chain of command from highest management
down to each incumbent could be directly involved. This issue applies to all
three systems.

It is very important that lower-level persormel be members of the design
team and be heavily involved in the design of the feedback system from thestart. There are several reasons for this. First, the people actually doing the
work are in the best position to know the specifics of the day-to-day operations.
This knowledge is invaluable in desining the system. Secondly, they will be
using the system. They will be collecting the information and using the feed-
back. It is vitally important that they accept the system. The best way to se-
cure their acceptance is to heavily involve them in the system's design. Finally,
it has been found that both supervisors and incumbents usually resent programs
imposed on them from above. They feel srch programs do not take their partic-
ular situation into consideration and are designed without the detailed knowledge
necessary for the system to fit their needs. Having these persomiel involved in
the design minimizes this problem.

In fact, it is recommended that both supervisors and incumbents actua ly
constitute the team for jgringthe system. They should decide the way the
system should be developed and operated. Their proposed system would then be
presented to higher-level management and they would defend it. If there are
disagreements about the program, these would be discussed and agreement negoti-
ated.
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The member composition and duties of this design team are important.
The members of the team depend on the size of the unit for which the system
will be used. In general, it should include incumbents from the lowest level, and
personnel from each level of supervision that will be affected by the system.
For example, if the system is to be developed for a branch, the design team
should include incumbents from the sections, section supervisors, and the branch
chief. They would then present the proposed system to the management above
the br -ch.

How far up the management hierarchy to go in getting approval for the
system depends on the particular organization. On the one hand, the higher up
the hierarchy one gets support for the system, the more powerful the resulting
system will be. On the other hand, the higher up, the greater the chances for
micro management to occur. The decision is a matter of judgment that should
also take into consideration the management style of the particular managers in-
volved and the precedents already set in the organization.

This team would have the responsibility of developing plans for the sys-
tem(s) in detail, essentially by answering the questions posed in this manual.
After agreenient by higher management, the team would have the authority and
responsibil. ty of implementing and monitoring the program.

Ttds approach of incumbent/supervisor development followed by approval
of higher management has several advantages. It ensures quality input and par-
ticipation of lower-level personnel in system design. It increases the chances of
a quality system since these personnel know their unique work situation best. If
they design it, it cannot be seen as a system that does not recognize their partic-
ular needs. This approach maximizes their sense of ownership of the system.
Designing the system and presenting and defending their ideas cli.velops a strong
sense of ownership. A quality control check is built into this approach since
they must present and defend the system to higher-level management. Any prob-
lems can be discussed. The process of discussing differences of opinion about
how the system should work opens useful dialogue between managers, supervi-
sors, and incumbents that clarifies unit priorities.

2. Should a facilitator be used to guide the develo ment of the feedback s stem?

In general, it is a good idea to have a person who serves the role of fa-
cilitator in the development of the system. This person (a) makes sure the de-
velopment process proceeds in a timely manner, (b) sees that all the essential
people are included in the process, (c) makes sure the design personnel get the
information they need, and (d) serves as a moderator/discussion leader in
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meetings where the system is developed. Although the manager could perform
these tasks, it is strongly recommended that someme be charged with the overall
responsibility of making the program actually happen.

The selection of a facilitator is very important. In..,many cases, a person
outside the unit who is skilled in group processes (conducting meetings, list-Jung,
achieving consensus, etc.) would be ideal. However, it is frequently not feasible
to obtain such a person, and someone from inside the unit must be selected.
Such a person need not be an expert at the work itself since it is the expertise
of the supervisors and incumbents that will be used to design the feedback sys-
terr. It is important,however. that the facilitator have good skills at working
with gsoups. The facilitator should not dominate the group with his/her opinons,
but should be able to guide the group so that it makes progress. The facilitator
should also be a person who is not so much higher in rank.than the design group
members that his/her presence irthibits a frank discussion. Finally, the facil-
itator should be someone who is respected by the design team.

3. What size unit should the feedback be developed for?

At one extreme, feedback could be developed such that each individual gets
unique feedback about his/her work. At the other extreme, feedback could re-
late to the work of a large unit, such as a squadron. If feedback is developed
for a larger unit, information fed back will concern how the larger unit is pa --
forming. For example, for a maintenance squadron (e.g., a component repair
squadron), feedback might be provided as to the number of takeoff aborts due to
malfunctioning equipment for which the squadron is responsible. Such a measure
describes how the squadron as a whole is functioning. It does not indicate how
the different branches or sections within the squadron are doing, much less how
individuals are performing.

A major question to be resolved in feedback design concerns the size of
the unit to be used. To answer this question, several principles must be con-
sidered. First, the more ttie feedback gives productivity information about how
individuals are doing their work, the greater will be its positive effects on pro-
ductivity. This means, for example, that feedback about the productivity of
small units within a section will be more powerful than feedback about branch
or squadron productivity. This is because feedback for the activities of a large
unit have little meaning for individuals in that unit. It is certainly likely that
feedback indicating that the squadron is doing well can give individuals a sense
of pride. This is, of course, valuable. However, since a given individual prob-
ably had very little to do with a measure as broad as squadron-level aborts, that
person cannot take much credit for it. Also, the person does not know if
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his/rer individual contzribution was good or not, It is lost in the I;nerality of the
overll measure.

In contrast, if the measure is for the work of a small u=it, individuals
are much more likel= to feel a sense of accomplishment when the unit does

In addition, su=h factors as feeling accountable, seeing bettega- how to focus
ffots, correcting nundstakes, and diagnosing reasons for problerr=ns all operate

naor strongly when fedback is closer to the individual.

One can, howewer, go overboard in making the feedback as close to indi-
viduma work as possihc,le. For example, there is really no way to iadentify or ob-
tain measures of the work of individuals who work together as a team to get
the -work done. In s=uch cases, it is not only difficult but also 'wept desirable to
deveaop feedback at tl-e individual level. If a team of mechanics rworks together
rebulding a jet engirt-, this is a team effort; and it would not bo-e desirable or
feasable to try to gez-t measures of individual productivity. Tho=, the smallest
unit tliat the feedback should be based on is the team..

There is anothr reason for not taking the feedback system to the individ-
ual aevel. It takes rmt great deal of effort to design objective Ileasures for a
singLe individual. It i doubly difficult to develop such measures femor pveryone in
the triit. This means that if individual measures were developed, there would be
sorn personnel who id not get feedback, or who got feedback ozal only part of
their- activities. Th only time such an individual feedback sytem is really
feasable is when ever=one in the unit does the same work and them-e is no inter-
depewident team effort required. A unit composed of data entry tiersonnel who do
noth:Lmg but keypunch such an example. However, the number =f. units in the
Air orce that meet ti_eese criteria is very small.

Taken together, these factors suggest that feedback shild be on the
srnaElest unit possible that does not separate teams that must wo:-rk together to
get Je work done. art most cases,this will be the_iegics-._oi, within
the ection. In only r-.....are cases will it be individuals..

In addition, thenwe may be situa ons in which the feedback s=stem contains
rricaures at differe=t organizational levels, This comes about because some
ineaures can be 1a/1)7:ken down (e.g., to the section level), but co=3thers must be
basead on a broader ummit. For example, in a supply branch, the tirn it takes each
sectEon to move proprty through the warehouse to the base custoryi-ner is a sec-
onlevel measure. _Another measure is the number of delinquenm documents in

the Rpranch over a giv--en period. Since there is no way to identify which section
causd a delinquent Mocument, this measure cannot be broken dowivn beyond the
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branch level. It would be appro iate to give eacEth section ils feedback on mov-ing property, and also to give the briarinch its feerlback on the number cc=if delin-quent documents.

4. What should be the

The source of feedback irtforxrathion should ultimately be based on the ob-jectives of the unit, as identified aid itg-reed upor . tiby inournbeots, superviso=ors, andmanagement. This task is actually piirt of proreluctivity ronasurernent For a
complete description of techniques to do this se-e Tuttle and Weaver (1986a.
1986b), and Pritchard et al. (1987a).

In determining the source of in-Um-illation for feedback,it is extretnportant that measie desi ed so
the t'suni ob- "ectives.This may sound like an obvious point, but it is mot at all_ obvious in p-c)ractice.The idea is that whatever the measure is, the uoisr-t will attempt to rmaxirmiize it;tlierefore, it is crucial that what i% maximized is good for the unit For

example, consider designing a feedbacal system for an Air Force eleuectronic
inaintenance unit. Here an attempt eoull be made tilt° get a nleasure of ja quan-

---tity of repairs done by the unit. One suggestion roz.r- a measure is the otimmber of
=anits repaired divided by the nurriber of7 personnel available lo do repair. Al-Lsough this sounds like a good inea5uf at first at.consideration, it is acts=lally ampoor one. The problem is that the araoLtunt of equiapment to be repaired variesm-reatly over time. Sometimes there is &ffik large illflt.x.= of items to be repaii red; at
(=Ither times, there is much less. The tnEission of time unit, however, is rea-Adiness:
=he ability to meet the demand for renal its. The aitybjective isnot to get turepairs
done with minimum manpower; it is to reepair whate,r.ver comes in and returr-n it to
c=rperational use as quickly as possible. if the nite-,..--asure of units repaireed over
1=anpower were used, the unit would do well on t1j measure by decreasillag per-

onnel by increasing the number of =nits to be repaired. But, they haave no=ontrol over number of tits to be rePaisured, and ticreasing manpower worould be
cElirectly counterproductive to their main mission of readiness. Thus, this z mea-
s=ure is not at all consistent with the ohjctives of tb3the unit, even though it seems
a_.1 appropriate measure at first.

The basic point here is that the esigners of the feedback system z must
emisure what is being measured is exa yv what the system is asking the tuunit tocatiange. It is important to make sure tbart this chaitme is co sislent w th unibit ob-jctives.

Another important consideration i that the fe-e-edback measures used must
under the control of the unit. If the Lainit is beiam measured and evaluet.zed on
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elements . which are beyond their cont ol, it is very frustrating to personnel and
will decrease the effectiveness of the sp..ein.

Measures that the unit does not have =ontrol over are typically of two
types. The first type is a measure which c_ornbines the unit's activities with
those of one or more other units. For exatnpla, a suggested measure in a main-
tenance urut was the turnaround time for a =nalfunctioning part to be removed
from an aircraft, repaired, and reinstalled ir=j the aircraft. This was a bad
measure since included in the total tirne was _17ie time that the flightline mainte-
nance unit took to reinstall the part. The repar shop had no control over this.

A second type of measure to be avoided _ in this regard is one that is influ-
enced by factors that are beyond the unit's cont -rol. As discussed earlier, a mea-
sure based on the number of parts brought in for repair would be a poor mea-
sure, since the unit has no control over how =any parts are brought in for re-
pair.

In deciding on measures, those that are easiest are probably those already
being collected. However, such existik rneastres should be carefully evaluated
before use, for it is not uncommon for a rnetsure to be misunderstood by unit
personnel and management. As the contents c=Df the measure are communicated
from one set of person/lel to another, and as different personnel rotate through
the unit, it is easy for errors to occur and be passed on such that everyone
agrees what the measure is, but everyone is in error. For example, mut person-
nel may mistakenly think that an index of nurnler of units completed is weighted
by the difficulty of doing each unit, when in 1.1ffact the measure is not weighted.
Another exarriple would be where a section is --,unaware that the work of another
section is included in a measure that they use. By actually looking at what data
go into a measure and how the measure is calc=ulated, system designers can avoid
this problem.

It is frequently necessary to collect new measures in addition to those al-
ready collected. If this is necessary, care slwaould be taken that the new mea-
sures are accurate, are consistent with unit objectives, are activities over which
the unit has control, and are fully understood. If the new measures are costly to
collect, the cost/effectiveness of their use rnust . be considered.

The best measures are getierak thoe that are objective in nature.
However, it is often necessary to include si-_lbjective measures in the system
since this may be the only way to assess the indicators of productivity. It is
frequently better to have an imperfect, subjeetive measure of an important func-
tion of the unit than to ignore that function in the feedback system. Ignoring it



can result in the important function getting less attention than it should, whileunit personnel focus their attention on less important activities simply becausethese activities are being measured.

5. What should be fed back?

As previously discussed, the information to be fed back by the systemshould cover all the important functions of the unit, and should be objective
whenever possible; there should be an overalL index cif_ rodspivi as well as
subindices for all the important functions.

In addition, feedback should include both "how much" and "how good" in-fo mation. Information on "how much" tells what the tmit has done for the lasttime period in purely descriptive terms. "How good" information is evaluative innature and tells how good that level of performance was. For example, to saythat items repaired had a 4.3% failure rate over the last month is a purely de-
scriptive statement of what was done. To say that this failure rate is excellent
is an evaluative statement that says how good it was.

Information on how much is fairly straightforward. It is the type of in-
formation that is typically included in a feedback system. The how good infor-mation is typically not included. How good information is valuable because itgives unit personnel a clear idea of what is expected of them. Strange as it
seems, unit personnel do not usually know what level of output is expected.
Giving information on how good also allows them to know bow well they are
doing. They know in advance what it takes to be above average, well above av-
erage, excellent, etc. This makes the feedback much more valuable to them.

Evaluat ve. how good information can be included in a feedback system inmany ways. For example, supervisors and management can jointly decide what-
the expected level is for each measure. The expected level of output is viewed
as neither especially good nor especially bad productivity. This level would not
lead to criticism, nor would it lead to praise. Once this level is established and
agreed upon, di fferent levels of evaluation can be established for different levelsof output. One method would simply be to agree on levels of output that would
be considered unsatisfactory, below average, above average, good, and outstanding.
A more sophisticated method of doing this is described in Pritchard et al.
(1987a).
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6.How should Vie feedback be delivered?

There are several issues involved in the delivery of feedback. One
how frequently feedback should be given. To decide this question two issues
should be considered. The first is the timing of the job cycle. That is, how
long does it tal..e to do a unit of work? For some work, such as a simple as-
sembly job, the job cycle could be as short as a minute or two. For high-level
management job, the time to do a unit of work could be months.

The timLtig of feedback should be determined bv the lob cycle. Feedback
should not be mnore frequent than the job cycle since information on complete
umils of work will not be available to be fed back; nor should the delay be so
long that many cycles of the job have occurred, thus making the feedback too
late to make chamges. For example, if it typically takes a week to do a repair
job and find otxt how well the repaired part functioned, feedback once a month
would be approvriate. Once a week would be too frequent since only one unit of
work would ha.-ve been completed. Feedback every other month would be too long
to wait to see -what happened to productivity. If the job cycle is one hour to one
day in length, weekly feedback would be appropriate.

The timiiig of feedback is also contingent upon !I:2 feasibility of preparing
feedback reports. If, for example, data needed to czi-n-ate a feedback report
cannot be obtaiamed more frequently than once a month, the program will neces-
sarily be limit,ed to monthly feedback. There may also be situations where
logistical difficnulties do not allow I eedback reports to be generated as frequently
as the job cycl. e would indicate. In this case, there must be a trade-off between
tbe decreased effectiveness of the less frequent feedback and the difficulty of
preparing reports more frequently.

Another .spect of feedback delivery is the manner of presentation of the
feedback. Fedback may be given orally or in written form; and it could be
given to the unit by some level of management or generated by die unit personnel
themselves. The best approach is to prepare written feedback reports. In this
way, involved personnel have a document to refer to and study. Who actually
prepares and h.a.nds out the reports is not particularly important as long as all
levels of manaaement involved receive the report, and it is known that they will
be studying it.

Therefor4e, who gets the feedback is also important. Certainly, all levels
of management who have been involved in cltysipains_or approving the feedback
syslem should a-et copies of the report, and they should have been trained in how
to read and intierpret the data. In addition, it should be made available to all
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incimbents as well. Frequently, it is logistic Ely difficult and/or costly to giveeec=li incumbent a copy of the report. In such =ases, it is acceptable to post therep-ort in a common area where all may see it.

It is also ir_mtlialia_deliverin feedbaci= to in lude historical data in thefee=lback report_ One good technique is to inchwde data from the previous period(e.m., previous month) along with data from timie current period, and show themanta of chanze between the two sets of dmta. This allows personnel toreaaily see improvements or decrements in i..'rodizictivity. Other important histori-cal wiata is information on productivity over a comsiderably longer time period. Agooff approach is to show productivity since the tart of the program, in graphicfornm, For example, the overall productivity of 1..he unit could be plotted by timeperic=lds (e.g., by month). This allows one to eaily see trends in the productiv-ity oaf the unit. It also becomes a source of prid for units that are improving.

Whether feedback information should be ptaplic or private is another ques-tion to be answered. If feedback pertai_o_ to individuals j. should be givenmiyaztely. That is, only the individual and his/Ine supervisor(s) should be giventhe r-eport. If feedback pertains to a rm%Ldt,slmade public. It shouldbe onsted in the work area. This creates an ev_.n greater desire in the unit toperioorm well; and, if they are doing well, bec=mes something enthusiasticallyshowiri to visitors.

7. W5at should be don h the feedback re er the are distributed,
After feedback reports are distributed arL-ci studied, there should be aLategrag_with supervisors and apresentative incurrmbents to review the feedbackLeml:_ts. This is a very important part of the fedback process. Higher-levelmaneg-ers who were involved in the approval of tgae system may want to attendthis nziceting as well. This will turn out to be a major planning meeting. Thefeedbaf_ck report will be evaluated and all will se where productivity increasedor de=reased. The group should then focus on tb reasons for improvement ordecretment in each area. The meeting_should be =anducted as a factfindingnot a search for excuses. The purpose of the meeting is to identify thebarriar-s and facilitators to productivity. In thi5 way, needed changes can beidentifiled and implementation strategies discussed. This meeting can also beused a a planning session, focusing on events that could impact productivity forthe ne,=t month. If handled properly, these meeting are very powerful, and arevery inmportant to the successful operation of the sytem. They can be very mo-tivating and exciting for the participants, and lead Wo invaluable improvements inoperatimms.
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Summary of feedback design issues

The points raised on designing feedback programs can be sum arized as
follows.

1. Developing sound measures of productivity is crucial to the design
of feedback systems, and great care should be riven to this step in
the proces. There are a number of criteria which are important
to the success of a feedback system, and any proposed system
should be evaluated in terms of these criteria.

2. Both management and all personnel down to and including incumbents
should be heavily involved in the design of the feedback system.
How high up the management hierarchy to go with system design
and approval depends on the particular organization and is a matter
of judgment.
Use of a facilitator to guide the process of system development is
extremely helpful.

4. The unit to which feedback is given should be as small as possible,
as long as existing teams are not divided and productivity measure-
ment is feasible.

5. Feedback should be carefully tied to the objectives of the unit.
This must be dor--; with greater care than most people think neces-
sary.

6. Only aspects of the work over wldch the unit has control should be
included in feedback measures.

7 Measures to use for feedback must be carefully evaluated to ensure
they are indeed measuring what is intended.
The best measures for feedback are generally objective measures,
but subjective measures may be included if they are necessary to

ensure that all important aspects of the work are measured.
9. Feedback should cover information on all the important functions of

the unit.
10. Feedback should include an overall index of unit productivity as well

as subindices for each important function.
11. Feedback should include both how much was done and how good that

level of output is.
12. The frequency of feedback should be based on the length of the job

cycle and feasibility considerations.
13. Feedback should be given in written form.
14. Feedback should be given to all levels of management involved in

the feedback process, and be made available to incumbents as well.
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15. Feedback should include his orical data about the productivity of the
16. Feedback should be private if it gives information on the productiv-ity of individuals, public if it concerns group productivity.
17. After feedback reports are distributed, a meeting should be held to

identify what produced improvements or decrements in productivity.A major part of this meeting should include discussions of what
changes should be made to further improve operations. Such meet-ings are very important and can be exciting and motivating experi-ences.

in Develo Goal Se in S

As with feedback, there are a series of issues to be addressed in de-signing goal setting systems. In a general sense, all of the issues for feedbackmust be addressed for goal setting. That is, to use gpaLtirg. one must firsthave a feedback system. This is because having people set goals is noteffective if they have no way of determining whether they have met the goals.Thus, to design a goal setting system, the issues underlying productivitymeasurement and designing feedback must first be addressed.

In addition, the principles identified in feedback apply to gj2a1 setting aswell. That is, the points contained in the above summary should also guide thedevelopment of goal setting.

It is also important that the measurement .Nrstem, the feedback system1and the goal settinR system be consistent. This means that what is measuredrelates to what is fed back, and what is fed back relates to the goals that areset. To ensure consistency, the system designer must plan well ahead. Ifhe/she knows that goals are to be set in specific productivity areas, theseactivities must be measured and the feedback for them must also be consistentwith the goal setting plan. For example, suppose the manager wants each sectionof a component repair squadron to set goals on the quality of repair. Themeasurement and feedback systems must be designed such that the contribution ofeach individual section can be identified separately. If this is not done from thebeginning, a considerable amount of wasted effort results.

Along with these general considerations, there are a number of issuesdirectly pertinent to goal setting. These will be considered using the samequestion and answer format used for feedback.
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What measures should goals be set on?

The issue here is that goals can be set on a variety of different aspects
of the work. The system design team must decide exactly what factors will be
the basis for goal setting. Two general approaches are possible here. The
first is targeted goal setting, which involves a specific aspect of the work that
needs significant improvement and must be given special attention. For example,
suppose a vehicle maintenance unit has developed a serious backlog of repairs.
After studying the problem, it becomes clear that the problem is a lack of
sufficiently trained persormel to perform the repairs. A goal setting system
could be set up to deal only with this specific issue. It might be limited to
measures of how effectively the vehicle maintenance unit trained their unskilled
personnel to perform these repairs.

The other type of goal setting system is where goals are set to improve
the overall productivity of the unit. The system is not targeted to a specific
aspect of the work that is a problem, but to the overall effectiveness of the
unit. Although many of the issues and principles discussed are applicable to the
targeted type of goal system, it is this second type of overall goal setting that is
the focus of concern here. In the material to follow, overall goal setting is
what is being discussed.

For overall goal setting, the problem is what to actually set goals on.
The most important principle to be observed is that goals must be set on all
important asRects of the work. If some important aspects of the work are left
out, they may well be ignored and the overall effectiveness of the unit could
seriously suffer.

Includinz all important aspects of the work in the goals system can be
done in a variety of ways. It is extremely simple if the measurement system
has been designed such that all important aspects of the work are included, and a
single index of productivity has been developed. If this is the case, goal setting
is simply done on the overall index; that is, the goal is simply to increase the
amount of this index. In fact, the ease of adding goal setting (and incentives) is
a major advantage of having a single index.

If a single index is not available, another technique is to set goals on each
important area separately. Thus, if there were 12 measures that covered all the
important aspects of the unit's work, there would be 12 goals set, one for each
area. While this approach is feasible, it can become somewhat difficult to
administer. It can be difficult to set accurate goals in so many different areas.
More importantly, if the unit achieves some of the goals but not others, it is
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difficult to assess how well they did overall. This is especially difficult whencomparing one period to another. If the unit made 8 of the 12 goals last monthbut only 6 of the 12 this month, it would seem that they did worse. However, itwould depend on the relative importance of the areas where they achieved theirgoals, and the difficulty levels of the goals.

If an overall productivity index is not available, there is another approachwhich reduces some of the negative features of setting multiple goals. Thisapproach takes each of the measured areas of the unit's work and assigns pointsto different levels of output. For example, suppose one measure for aninspection unit was the number of aircraft parts not inspected by the end of theweek. If none remains to be inspected, the unit receives 50 points. If 1 to 5parts are left, the unit receives 40 points; if 6 to 10 are left, 30 points; etc. Apoint system would be developed for each of the unit's measures. To doextremely well in every area might result in a total point value of, for example,550 points. Once this point system is designed, the unit's goal would be thenumber of points W be earned for a given time period. The unit might, forexample, set a goal of 400 points for a given month. With this method, there isonly one goal that is set, and it is clear whether the goal is met or not.

2. Who should set fi_m_goilsZ

Participation is important in a goal setting system. The incumbents andstmervisors of the unit should be heavily involved in setting the goals. Goalsshould not be imposed from above. As with overall system design, thesepersonnel know their own unique situation and the factors they must face on aday-to-day basis. Their participation also increases acceptance of the goals.Incumbents and their supervisors should either set goals entirely on their own, orset them and defend them to higher-level management.

3. How difficult should theoals be?

The goal setting literature clearly indicates that goals should be set so thatthey are difficult_but attainable. It is also important that goals be accepted byunit members. In most applications of goal setting, this has m eant that goals are
set at a difficult level, but not so difficult that unit members do not accept them.

However, applications of goal setting may vary greatly in their inter-pretation of goals. Some goal setting systems are set up in such a way that the
unit is expected to achieve the goals. The goals then become the minimum
acceptable performance, and if the goals are not met, unit personnel must explain
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why. This is very different from the approach wber the goals are seen as a
challenge to shoot for, rather than a minituum level of jerformance.

This difference in orientation creates goal s=t-ting systems with very
different effects. If the unit is expected to achiei.-e the goals, the system
deteriorates so that the goals become the nairdmurn a=ceptable productivity. In
such instances, the goals are seen as fairly aversive. Units usually respond to
this type of system by attempting to set fttture goals as low as possible. in
addition, there is great reluctance on the parr of unit personnel to raising the
goals, even if they have been exceeding the goals for rt=tonths. Finally, this kind
of goal system can become a source of only negative onsequences for the unit.
If they make the minimum acceptable goals, rialhing harztpens. If they fall below
them, they are criticized.

In contrast, if the goals are seen As a challnge and the unit is not
criticized for missing the goals, a very different ge..1 system results. Unit
personnel set harder goals, they increase theta when at_azipropriate, and the goals
become a source of pride and positive consecidenCes ra_-ther than negative conse-
quences.

In deciding how dif 'cult goals should be, the de=i0 team must determine
which type of goal setting system is desit-ed. It i clear from the above
presentation that the challenging goal approach is prferable, but there may
occasionally be circumstances where the minium accepable approach is prefer-
able. Once the approach for the system is determined, woal difficulty becomes a
matter of judgment. Again, unit personnel should be heavily involved in the
setting of the goals, especially if the systenj is to 19-- of the challenging goal
type.

4 Should the be ublic or arjvate?

Goals can
what the goals
communicated to

be public (i.e., both the unit end higher--level management know
are), or they can be prtvate i.e., et by the unit and not
anyone else).

This private goals approach may seeIll a bit ust=sual, but it has its ad-
vantages, particularly where there is a tebdeaicy for t-le goals to become the
minimum level of acceptable productivity. If unit persommael assume that any goal
they set will become the minimum level of Productivity acceptable, they will be
quite reluctant to set challenging goals. Instead, they sill set goals they know
they can exceed. The only feasible way to overcome tlis reluctance is to keep
the goals private. In this approach, the unit sets chal e=tging goals, but does not



corlimrriunicate them to anyone up the chain of command. Thus, the unit is not held
forizmally accountable for achieving their goals. The goals motivate unit
pers,a_ormel, mid urdt personnel know when they have achieved the goal. The
rnoti- vating effects of goal setting operate for the unit, and the system becomes a
sour ce of positive consequences.

The logic of this approach is that increased product vity is the impo tant
=tive, not whether the unit achieves its precise goals. The purpose of the

setting system is to help the unit become more productive. If having goals
help the unit become more productive, it is irrelevant whether the unit is
achiving its goals. Focusing on the achievement of goals rather than the level
of tl-=iit productivity is not appropriate, since whether the unit makes its goals is
largly a function of the difficulty of the goal. In the private Evproach, the unit

tIld accountable only for its level of aocii.._vhether it is achievin
it Log:pals.

Consequently, goals should be private if the goal system is meant to be the
chajlemenging goal type. If the system is designed to be the minimum acceptable
produ=ictivity type, public goals will be more effective.

5. Fczzir what a eriod of time should oals be se

The time pjpcL for goal setting should be based on the job cycle and
considerations in the same way that the frequency of feedback is

deteraamined. For example, if the feedback report is prepared once a month,
goals should be set once a month.

5. Sh.vould goals be reviewed each perk3d?

It is important that goals be reviewed each period (e.g., each month), in
terrii of both goal attainment and goal difficulty. Goal attainment should be
revive-wed in a meeting where reasons why a goal was reached or not reached are
disensed. This meeting is very much like the feedback meeting discussedearlir. Unit members should discuss changes in werations to im rove produc-Ityy these changes could be im lemented.

In addition, the level of _goal _difficulty_ should be reviewed each o riod at
the sme meeting. The goal system should be designed such that goals can be
easily changed. Those who set the goals should be able to change the goals each
perioeU if they feel it is necessary. This is important because situations change.
The -z -unit's productivity could be improving or dropping in a particular area,
indica-iing the need to set a different goal. Or perhaps personnel might simply
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want to experiment with using different goals for a month or two. Or theymight know that they will be losing several personnel to seoial exercises for
the next month and want to lower the goal to reflect this.

For all these reasons and wore, units niay want to charroge their goals fre-
quently. They should be allowed to do so. ills makes it cleacar to them that the
system belongs .to them and should be responsive to their neewzds. This increasesthe attraction and acceptance of the systeal. As stated abc:=Dve, they should beaccountable for their prductivity, not what goals they set otx:r whether the goalsare achieved.

7. Should su a ervisors be trained to d o

It is desirable to provide some minimal laiining.....for the persormel who
will be conducting the sessions where unit Ersor_inel ut ROM'S. In the privatetype of goal setting system, this person Will probably be tlAie unit supervisor.
The training would be done by the project facilitator. ft wilLI probably not need
to be extensive since the supervisor will have been involvedlid in the design and
implementation of the measurement and feedback systems, wiall have participated
in the design of the goal setting system, and therefore, shoulcici be quite familiarwith the details of the system.

Personnel who conduct goal setting sessions should be tmrained in what goal
setting is and why it works. Both of these topics are coverft ed at the begirming
of this manual. If these personnel have not been involved mite the design of the
system, the design features should be explained to them, as idLvell as the reasonsfor the decisions. For example, they should understaor=1 how incumbents
participate in setting goals and why this is necessary_ Probably the most
difficult Eart of running a meeting to set oals is allover-level personnel
to provide input for decisions. some supervisors will have such meetings and
essentially dictate to the group what the goal is going to be. This is not
participation. In their training, supervisors should be warned Diof this problem and
made to understand that incumbents can provide meaningful isimputs because they
know the unit's operations best. Finally, their training should include what to do
if their unit tries to. set unreasonable goals. The goals codEld be unreasonably
low or unreasonably high. In either case, the supervisor shoill._d stop the meeting
and remind the group of the importance of having challenging bt_mit attainable goals.
If this does not serve to make the goals more reasonable, thete supervisor mightbring in historical data on the productivity of the group to - show them, for
example, that the unit has never reached the level of produetivit they propose.
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8. (2Licit..alLiow should it be e eq?
After the gokl seartting system is designed, there are a series t)f 1ecs thatare desirable to aetuAll get it going the first time. St_lagyjmzi.,sbo me

with all incumbents and explain what has gone on so far in the eleVeloLaltni ofthe system. Probably many of them will know, since there were itialght
representatives involved in the design; however, it is still wothhj1 o %Ikecertain that all know vhat has happened. The nature a the _snte..1-11,..sbOkild
explained, including the way goal setting will be done, the frequency,
goals are private or pub:.lic, etc. Incumbents should then be asked to tiaitlic htwhat the goal(s) shoulc=i be for the next time period, and disotis$ ik if1011g

themselves. A few cig.gt..-s later, the first formal gaajpiLag_ti asttp..4,01,,,Iqull tagheld. This fnuld be donel.e with all incumbents present or, if that is ne)t prattical,representative incurnbeas should be involved and the goals set stuotlIci he
commuthcated to the rest of the incumbents.

oal dejissues
The issues involyd in designing goal setting systems may be 5 afitecias follows.

1. A good p ockzictivity measurement and feedback system
signed befof goal setting is used.

2. Most of the principles involved in designing feedback syste
to the desien of goal setting as well. These principles ar-e
suminaried emt the end of the feedback section in this inatlaftl.
If goal settinwg is to be used, the type and nature of the gW1.6
be consjderc at the time of measurement development and rek1/41b.ack
design.

There are tviarvo basic types of goal setting systems. The vitttie3
goal approach _ has goals related to a specific, limited area or Wit
functioning. An overall goals approach is designed to improue tt
productivity 1:1 the unit in all areas. This manual focuse5 On the
latter, althougfh the principles apply to targeted goal setting ga vet,
For an overallill goals approach, goals must be set on all tlit
portant fluctic=ms of the unit. This can be done by having e
index of prodtz-Activity as part of the measurement system srld
goals based or= that overall index. It can also be done bY setting
goals on eacil of the unit's important activities. Finally, it Celt m
done nixie A ystem where points are assigned to how much tilt lull
does in each assAr ea, and the goal is set based on the number OT bdes
the unit acctun_aulates.
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6. It is important that incumbents and supervisors participate in setting
the unit's goals.

7. In general, goal difficulty should be set at a level where the goals
are challenging, but attainable.
Some goal setting systems are designed such that particular goals
are viewed as minimum levels of acceptable productivity. Such

systems are generally aversive to the participants and lead to low
goals being set. The other type of system is one where it is
understood that the unit may not always achieve the goals. The
latter type of system is generally superior. Goals tend to be set at
more difficult levels, and the system is a source of positive
consequences rather than negative consequences.

9. For the second type of goal setting system to be successful in a
punitive environment, goals must be private. They must not be
reported to personnel outside the unit.

10. Units should not be accountable for whether they make their goals;
they should be accountable for their level of productivi

11. The length of time for which a goal should be set should be based
on the same considerations used to determine the frequency of
feedback; namely, the length of the job cycle and measurement
feasibility.

12. Goal setting should be done on the same time cycle as the feedback
reports.

13. Goal attainment should be reviewed each period in a meeting where
the reasons for achieving or not achieving the goals are discussed.

Changes in operations to improve productivity should also be
considered at these meetings.

14. Levels of goal difficulty should also be reviewed each pe "od and
goal levels changed if appropriate.

15. There should be some training of the individuals who will conduct
the goal setting sessions. They should be trained in what goa
setting is and how and why it works, the importance of incu: :nt
participation, and how to ensure that reasonable goals are set the

unit.
16. To start a goals system, supervisors should meet with all incum-

bents to explain the system and have them consider what the goals
should be. After incumbents have had a chance to consider the
goals, a meeting should be held to set the first goals.



Desi Issues in Develo 'n Incentive S stems

As was the case when goal setting was discussed, the issues for designingmeasurement and feedback systems amply equally well to designing incentivesystems. Measurement and feedback s stems LserlmeAsaa_before an incentivesystem can be used. Personnel must know how productive they are and whatlevel of productivity is necessary to obtain incentives.

In addition to these general issues, the following considerations applydirectly to the design and implementation of incentive systems.

1. What roductivit sures should be used as the basis for a a din 'ncen ives?

In discussing feedback and goal setting, it was stressed that all importantaspects of the unit's work should be included in the measurement system. Thisis doubly important for incentive systems. One of the curious features ofincentive systems is that the more powerful they are, the more their designflaws are magnified. If an important aspect of the work is omitted in themeasurement and a powerful incentive program is used, it is especially likelythat the unmeasured part of the work will suffer. The more powerful theincentive, program, the more serious the problem. Thus, when using powerfulincentives, all important aspects of the work must be included in the mea-surement system.

In te ms of productivity measures, a single index Of productivity isparticularly useful if incentives are to be used. It is extremely difficult toaward incentives when multiple aspects of the work are measured and notcombined. The difficulty is in determining the point at which the unit shouldreceive the incentive.

If there is a single index, the incentive is based on that index. If a unitexceeds a specified value in overall productivity, it is awarded the incentive.Another approach is the point system described under goal setting. Here, if theunit achieves a specified number of points, it receives the incentive. There isone feasible method of using incentives with multiple measures. If, for example,the unit had eight measures of their work, a goal level could be established foreach area. If the unit exceeded the goal in some specified number of these
areas (e.g., six of the eight areas), it would receive the incentive.
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2. How many levels productivity u d be defined for incentives?

This question refers to whether there should be a single level of pro-
ductivity that results in award of an in_antive, or multiple levels of productivity
that result in differential incentives. The first option is to have a single level
of productivity defined, and if the unit reaches it, members get the incentive(s).
The other alternative is to have more than one level defined such that at one
level of productivity they get one incentive, but at higher levels of productivity
they get more or larger incentives. For example, personnel might get a day off
if the unit's overall monthly productivity exceeded 650 on an overall measure of
productivity. This would be the single-level approach. At the other extreme,
personnel could get one hour off if the monthly productivity index exceeded 500,
two hours off if it exceeded 525, three hours if it exceeded 550, etc. A middle
ground would be a half day off for exceeding 600, and a full day off for
exceeding 650.

The advantage of the multiple-level approach is that if the unit exceeds the
first level necessary to earn the incentive, unit members are still motivated to
perform higher to earn the next level incentive. With the single-level approach,
once they exceed the level necessary to earn the incentive, there is no motivation
for higher performance to earn more incentives. The disadvantage of the
multiple-level approach is that it is difficult to administer. More levels need to
be set, the system becomes more complex, and it is more difficult to retain
equity across different mits.

The best approach seems to be to have two to three oroductiv levels
with increasing incentives. The highest incentive level should be set such that it
reflects very high productivity. In this way, the unit always has a very difficult
goal to aim for, and there is no problem with the unit stopping improvement
efforts when they reach the incentive level.

3. How much influence should unit ersorinel have in settin the oductivi eve s
necessar to earn the incentives?

As with feedback and goal setting, incumbents and supervisors should be
heavily involved in the design of the incentive system and in the setting of
incentive levels. However, higher-level management will need to be more di-
rectly involved in setting incentive levels than is necessary for feedback and goal
setting. Powerful incentives tend to be costly to the operation of the unit; thus,
management should have a major involvement in approving those incentives. It is
recommended that incentive levels be discussed with swervisors and representa-
tive incumbents but that the ultimate decision be made at whatever level of
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naanagement_ necessary to authorize im lementa ion of incentives. Allowing
supervisors and incumbents to make the decision without sufficient authority to_ _

actually award the incentives can be disastrous. Also, supervisors are placedin an awkward conflict-of-interest situation. If they set the needed productivitylevels too low, the unit receives too many incentives. If they set the levels toohigh, then their people are not rewarded.

4. How can 'roductivit levels be set so that the e across units?

f an incentive system is used for more than one unit, the productivity
level needed to obtain the incentives must be comparable across the units. If itis much easier for one unit to get the incentive than it is for another, feelings
of inequity result. This can cause serious morale problems.

Unfortunately, there is no easy solution for this problem. What is eq-
uitable depends on how one views the situation. For example, one point of views that it should be equally difficult for one unit to get the incentives as for
another. This position implies that if each unit increases its productivity by an
equal amount, each should get the incentives. A different position i3 that this
strategy penalizes the higher productivity units. If a unit has been high in
productivity, it will be more difficult for that unit to improve the same amount
as a unit that started out lower in productivity. Thus, it would be unfair for
both units to have to improve the same amount to get the incentive. Since bothof these positions are reasonable, it is easy to see why conflicts can develop
over the equitable determination of incentive levels.

The best way to deal with this issue seems to be for higher-level man-
agement and/or any individual(s1 chosen as facilitators to discuss it openly with
supervisors and representative incumbents. That is, the problem of setting
equitable levels should be raised and discussed. It should be notld that it is a
serious issue, and that there is no ideal solution. The only way to really resolve
it is to discuss the different opinions as to what is a fair and equitable strategy
and have the group reach consensus on what is the fairest way to do it. This
approach may not remove all feelings of inequity once the system is operational,
but having unit personnel participate in the decisions will minimize the problem.

5. How can an incentive s stem be designed sothat it is Dowerful?

Sevetal features make an incentive system powerful. The most obvious
need is that the incentives themselves must be attractive to unit members. If the
incentives are not highly attractive, the system will be weak. This issue is
dealt with at length later in the manual. There are several less obvious features



needed to make an incentive system powerful. For instance, there should be a
clear connection between productivity and obtaining the incentive. This means
that the rules for awarding incentives must be clear and understood by all.
Furthermore, these rules must be followed consistently. For example, suppose
that a unit is told that superior performance will lead to being excused from
weekend work for one month. If "superior performance" is not clearly defined
through group consensus, the system will be weakened. In this example, the
rules for awarding the incentives were not clear. If the unit achieves "superior
performance" and the incentive is not awarded, there is inconsistency in
following the rules. One situation where tlds could happen is if the unit reached
the needed level of performance, but due to an unexpected large influx of work,
personnel had to work the following weekend. Indeed, there might be no other
choice than to have the unit work over the weekend. However, if arrangements
are not made for the unit to have its free weekend very soon, the system will
be weakened. The rules for incentives must be clear and applied as consistently
as possible.

Probably the greatest threat to the strength of an incentive system
increasing the levels of productivity needed to get incentives after the system is
implemented. For example, suppose the incentive for a delivery unit is a picnic
for unit personnel and their families if its average delivery time is less than 15
minutes. The system is operational, and the unit improves its productivity so
that it meets this goal each month. If management decides that the goal was too
easy and changes it to a mean delivery time of 12 minutes, this would seriously
weaken the system. In fact, it would probably lead to a serious loss of morale,
and could easily lead to a backlash where the unit's productivity sharply
decreases.

Management must reitlize that when a set of rules for incentives is agreed
upon, this is a serious commitment that should be changed only for the strongest
of reasons. For this reason, it is advisable to have a feedback and/or goal
setting system in place for a period of time before starting incentives. This
way management can get a clear picture of what the incentive levels should be
before the system is implemented.

6. Is there a difference between incentives and forms of co nition?

There is considerable difference between incentives and forms of recog-
nition, and they produce different effects. The basic differences between the
two are: incentives are re eatable and they can be given to everyone; this is not
true for forms of recognition.



Repeatability means that the incentive can be given again and again, and itwill remain powerful. Time off from work will be as valuable the tenth timet occurs as it was the first time. Having a photograph taken with the WingCommander may be ifighly valued the first time it occurs, but it decreases invalue after that. Thus, time off would be classified aq an incentive, whereasthe photo would be a form of recognition.

The other factor separating incentives and forms of recognition is the factthat incentives can be given to everyone. All personnel can earn an incentive atthe same time, but not all can get a form of recognition. For example, attendinga special workshop, attending an Airmen/NCO breakfast, getting lime-off fromwork, or gettinz a 3-day pass are all things that everyone could receive in thesame month. Being chosen as a "Top Worker," the one to meet a visitingdignitary, or the one to represent the work group in a formal briefing are allthings designed for only one person. Even if awarded to a group, if only onegroup can receive it, it is a form of recognition not an incentive. For example,an award for "The Section 6f the Month" would be a form of recognition, not anincentive.

This distinction is important because incentives and forms of recognitionresult in very different effects. If the system is designed properly, incentiveswill increase motivation whereas forms of reco ition will not. The reason forthis is that a form of recognition is usually given to only one person or unit outof many. For most individuals, this means that there is really little connectionbetween his/her efforts and obtaining the recognition. In other words, thepossibility of obtainipg the recognition is so low that it does not influence mostpeople's day-to-day behavior. If the person actually does get the recognition, itloses its power to continue to motivate since additional instances of getting it areless valuable. In contrast, incentives are available to all, and will be equallyvaluable each time they are awarded. This means that everyone can see achance to obtain the incentive, and day-to-day motivation is increased.

This is not to say that forms of recognition are not valuable; it is quitethe contrary. Individuals and groups very much value receiving forms ofrecognition. Forms of recognition are concrete manifestations that high pro-ductivity is appreciated; they generate a feeling of pride, and can be a positiveinfluence on morale. However, the manager and the design team should notconfuse the ex ected effects of incentives with the ex ected effects of forms ofrecoition. In genera , soundly developed incentives change behavior while
forms of recognition change only attitudes.



7. What should the incentives be?

This is a major issue for the design of incentive systems, and this manual
will devote an entire section to this question. A comprehensive list of possible
incentives along with data on the attractiveness of each, will be presented later.

8. Should the incentives in the system be individual orroup incentives?

Incentives and forms of recognition can be given to individuals or to

groups. These outcomes such as being given time-off, being recognized by the
commanding officer, and being relieved of extra duties can be awarded to indi-
viduals or to an entire unit. The choice of which to use depends on the mea-
surement and feedback systems. If individual productivity is being measured and
fed back, the incentives should be for individuals, and given to individuals. If
the measurement and feedback systems are based on group productivity, the
incentives should be group-based.

Summary of incentive design issues

The points relevant to designing incentive sys e s may be summarized as
follows.

1. Good productivity measurement and feedback syste s should be in
place before incentives are used.

2. All important aspects of the work should be included in the mea-
surement system if incentives are used.
A single index of productivity is especially desirable if incentives
are used.

4. The recommended approach is to have two to three levels of
productivity which result in differential incentives.

5. Unit personnel should be involved in setting productivity levels where
incentives are awarded, but higher-level management should make
the final decision.

6. Making the levels necessary to obtain incentives equitable across
different.units is a serious and difficult issue. The recommended
strategy is to explain and discuss the issue with unit personnel, and
have them involved in the decisions for establishing productivity
levels.

7 To be powerful, incentive systems must use attractive incentives,
and have a clear tie between productivity and obtaining the incentive.
This means that the rules for awarding incentives must be clear to
all, and they must be followed consistently.



Proble

The greatest threat to the strength of an incentive system is toraise the level of productivity needed to earn incentive(s) after thesystem is implemented.
It is strongly advised that the measurement and feedback systems beused for a period of time to gain experience with them beforeincentives are added.
Incentives and forms of recognition are very different. Incentivesare repeatable and applicable to everyone at the same time, whereasforms of recognition are not.

11. If a system is designed properly, incentives wjll increase moti-vation; forms of recognition may not.
12. Although forms of recognition are valuable, system designers shouldnot confuse the motivational effects of incentives with the attitudinaleffects of recognition. That is, soundly developed incentives changebehavior while forms of recognition change only attitudes.13. What incentives to use is treated in a later Section of this manual.14. The measurement and feedback systems will determine whether theincentives should be group incentives or individual in nature. Iffeedback is group-based, incentives should be group incentives. Iffeedback is directed toward the individual, incentives should beindividual incentives.

s and Issues Corn on All Three s e- s

There are a series of problems and issues that may arise in developingand implementing these three systems. These problems and issues w ll be dis-cussed in the question-and-answer format as before.

I. What if there is resistance to develo h s ems?

There will usually be some resistance to developing feedback, goal setting,and incentive systems. This may simply be due in part to the general resistanceto change that occurs in any organization. The task of the facilitator or designteam is to identify the causes of this resistance. In some cases, it may beconcern about the extra work involved to develop the system. Another possibilityis concern about the additional paperwork that the program might generate whenoperational. Issues such as these are fairly easy to deal with. The potentialbenefits of the program can be explained and the unit personnel assured that theamount of administrative work to develop and run the system will be monitoredcarefully.
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It is more difficult to deal with the fact that most people simply do not

want to be evaluated. Although most people would like to have feedback about

their work, ideally they would like for the feedback to be known only to them

and to no one else. Ordy when the information is positive would they want

anyone else see it. This is a very natural feeling, and a very common one.
Unfortunately, people are accou.rtable for their work, and the information must

be made available to others, even if it is negative.

People may therefore resist the development and implementation of the

system simply because they do not want to be evaluated. Rarely, however, will

they admit tkds is the reason they resist it. Instead, they bring up other issues

for why the system should not be used. This creates a problem for the facili-

tator and/or the design team because no matter what facts or assurances such

individuals are given that the issues they raise will be taken care of, they con-

tinue to resist the idea. You must be sensitive to this issue _and açpto rec-
oize_when the issues that are bein raised about the s stem are le itimate con-

cerns, and when they are really manifestations of the fear of being_ evaluate_d.

One approach that may help is to simply acknowledge the fears by making it

very clear that concerns about being measured are perfectly natural and are a

typical consequence of a productivity measurement system. It should also be

made clear that such concerns should not stop the development of a system that

could improve the functioning of the unit.

2. Is it i ortant h t hi her-level inane ernent be involved in the s

Higher-level management involvement is critical for the success of the

system. Obviously, management must approve the use and design of any system.

But management involvement goes beyond this. Once the system is operational, it

must_ be clear that _higher-level management is .p_gaing.Atentiorhe information

created ti.L. the system. They must see the feedback reports, at least in

summary form. It should also be clear to unit personnel that management is

seeing the information. If this is not the case, it gives the impression that

management does not really care what the productivity of the unit is. This can

obviously have negative effects on unit productivity. The only exception to this

principle is that higher-level management need not know the exact goals that units

set for themselves.

3 Ho is the a ositive feedback as-'ect of the s s ern?

This aspect of the system is extremely important whether feedback, goal

setting, or incentives are used. This means that you should make it a point to

support the positive feedback from the report when warranted. You should
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frequently attend the meetings where the monthly feedback report is distributedand discussed, for this is an ideal opportunity to express positive feedback.There are, however, situations where the reverse could be true. For instance, amanager could give only minimum attention to the positive features of thefeedback report, and focus almost all the attention on the. negative. This couldbe the case even though the report is far more positive than negative. You couldpoint out areas where productivity has dropped since the last month and demandan explanation, even though the actual productivity for both months was quite high.

This type of approach should be avoided. This maLes the feedback un-pleasant rather than positive. If the unit is actually doing poorly in some area,this certainly should be dealt with. If however, the unit is doing well, thisshould be stressed.

4 How i rn 'ortant is c 'on in these s

Constructive competition can be a healthy way to increase motivation. Thecompetition must, however, be constructive. It is possible to have competitionthat interferes with needed cooperation. For example, different specialties inflight line maintenance must cooperate with each other in repairing aircraft. Ifthe system maximizes competition, this needed cooperation could suffer.

It is difficult to know in advance what type of system will lead to ahealthy or to an unhealthy level of competition. One guideline is that powerfulincentives should not be awarded on fLsor_LE1 etitive basis. For .example, supposethere were six sections in the flight line maintenance branch, and the sectionwith the highest productivity each month received a day off. This could easilycreate inappropriate competition since only one section could receive the incentive.It would be better to design the system such that each section can get a day offif their productivity is high enough.

Another strategy for helping avoid destructive corwith incentivesis to have an incentive that is awarded to the larger unit as well. In theexample above, there could be a half day off for each section meeting its
productivity levels, and another half day off for the entire branch if the branchmeets its overall productivity goal. This would create an incentive for theindividual sections to cooperate with each other so that everyone could benefit.

In general, the sensitivity of competition depends on the amount of co-operation needed to get the work done. Whenever there is no cooperation nec-essary, competition is unlikely to lead to problems. If cooperation is needed,competition should be designed with care.
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S. Can units max out" with these systems?

Units can max out" with these systems. That is, a unit can reach a level
of productivity beyond which it simply cannot improve. This creates two special
problems. First, if the unit is at its maximum productivity level, adding an
additional intervention can be a problem. Suppose, for example, a unit had a
feedback system and then a goal setting system was added to that. By the end

of the goal setting, they might well be at as high a level of productivity as is
really possible. At tids point, adding incentives that require even higher
productivity could easily create problems. It could suggest to the unit that they
will continually be asked for higher and higher productivity. This might create a
negative reaction to all of the systems. It would be better to not add the
incentives, or to add incentives to reward them for their already 1-Ligh level of
productivity.

The second problem with having units "max out" is that they could stop
receiving the positive feedback. You could easily come to ellpect this high level
of productivity and consider anything less to be substandard. Ths is very
frustrating to urdt personnel. In such a situation, it is important to continue to
give .the unit positivL_feedback for doing_ such an excellent job.

6. Can units a e" the system?

A feedback, goal setting, or incentive system can be gamed. That is, the
unit persoimel can find a way to distort the information in order to make
themselves look good. The secret to controlling gaming is not to try to design

the system such that it cannot be gamed. This is not generally possible. It is
far better to design the system in such a way that the unit members do not want
to game the system.

The best way to accomplish this is to ensure their involvement in all

aspects of the system. If they perceive it as "their s stetthey will be much

less likel to distort it. Equally important is that the system be a valid one. If
unit sersonnel seethes stem as valid the will be much less likely to arne it .

Sumrna Dblems and issues common to a e s

Resistance to developing a feedback, goal setting, or incentive
system is natural. The manager must be sensitive to whether
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resistance is due to the issues being raised, or whether it is based
on an unspoken concern about being evaluated.

2. Higher-level management must be involved in the system once it is
operational. They should get and read the feedback reports, and let
the unit know that they do.
Positive feedback must be given when it is justified. Overstress ng
the negative aspects of the feedback should be avoided.

4. Although competition can have positive effects, it should be used
with care if units need to cooperate with each other to do the
work.

5. Award of strong incentives should probably not be done on a com-
petitive basis.

6. Units can achieve levels of productivity that are difficult to surpass.
If this is the case, further improvements should not be required
(e.g., to get incentives ). In addition, management should continue to
give positive feedback to the unit and not come to see this high
level of productivity as routine.
Unit personnel can "game" a feedback, goal setting, or incentive
system. The way to minimize this is to maximize the motivation
not to game the system rather than try to make the system impos-
sible to game. This is best done by having heavy involvement of
unit personnel in system design and by ensuring that the system is
valid.

Recommended Implementation Strat ern/

If one wants to use feedback, goal setting, and incentive systems, a ques-
tion that must be addressed is the way in wl-dch these programs should be im-
plemented. Specifically, in what order should they be done, and what combi-
nations should be used? The order of implementation should be first to develop
the measurement system, and then to institute the feedback system. The feed-
back system should be allowed to operate for at least a few months. This al-
lows time for the inevitable changes in the system to be made before the more
complex systems of goal setting and incentives are instituted. In addition, this
provides productivity data so that more realistic goals can be set, and productivity
levels for incentives more accurately established. Finally, if units reach their
maximum with only feedback, or only feedback plus goal setting, the more diffi-
cult to design and implement incentive system might not be needed.

Once feedback has been operational for enough time to make necessary
revisions to the system, goal setting could be added. After that, incentives could
be added to feedback and goal setting.
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The recommended sequence for implementing these programs is to start
with feedback and operate it until no more revisions are needed. Next add goal
setting. Qperate setting until _productivity is no longer increasing. If that
level of roductivi is near the maximum s ible do not institute incentives If
greater gains in productivity seem_possible, consider adding incentives.

W. HOW TO DOCUMNT THE EFFECTS OF THE SYS EM

It is frequently desirable to document the effects of a system designed to
increase productivity. Documentation allows for an unambiguous evaluation of the
program that goes beyond subjective impressions. Such an evaluation can be
useful to convince higher-management or base visitors of the success of the
program. It can also be useful in deciding whether to implement the program
more broadly.

In order to evaluate a program properly, three features are highly de-
sirable. The first is the presence of what is called a baseline. This is a time
period where data from the measurement of productivity are being collected, but
no feedback is being given. It serves as a basis of con_lparison against which to
evaluate the effects of productivity enhancement to be added later, such as
feedback, goal setting. and incentives. Typically, three to four months of
baseline data are sufficient, as long as the baseline period is a typical period for
the unit. If this is not a typical -period, the baseline should be longer. For
example, if the baseline falls during a major external inspection where personnel
are spending large amounts of time away from their typical duties, the baseline
should be extended so that a proper comparison period is available. Other
situations which would make a period atypical would be when the workload was
unusually heavy or light, or when the number of personnel was =usually large or
small.

The second essential feature for a proper evaluation is the use of com-
parison groups. Comparison groups are units which ai-e similar to the units
receiving enhancements, but which receive no enhancements themselves. The
evaluation should include collecting data on the productivity of these units during
the same time periods as the baseline and enhancement implementation periods.
It is not necessary or even desirable to develop a formal productivity
measurement system for these comparison units. It is necessary to collect only
available measures of some important aspects of their work that are also
collected for the target units where the enhancements are in place.
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The purpose of the-e comparison units is to be able to show that Ea
changes in the productivity of the tarqe_t_nnit5_ were due to the enhancements and
not some broader or anizational chan e. Someone could look at data that showed
that the units in the program increased in productivity and remain unconvinced
that it was due to the enhancements. He/she could argue that what accounted for
the inciease was that all units in that part of the organization were improving
because of overall mAnagement practices, and so the change was not due to the
enhancements. The comparison group data provide evidence on this issue. If the
comparison units did not increase, or did not increase as much as the target
units, this is evidence that the increase in the target units was due to the
productivity enhancements.

In order to select the comparison units, the manager should select as many
units as possible from the same part of the organization, and for which some
productivity data could be readily collected. If the system is beilig tried with
several sections, other sections in the branch could be used, or sections in a
branch doing related work.

The third highly desirable feature is to lc.p track of available manpower
for_the units where the s stem is used and in the com arison units from baseline
to the end of the evaluation period. Having manpower data helps evaluate the
effects of the- system. One could argue that unit productivity increased because
manpower increased. Having the manpower data available would enable this
question to be answered. If productivity went up over the evaluation period and
manpower did not appreciably change, this would deal with the point. It could
also be that productivity went up, and manpower went down. This would be very
useful information to have available since it makes the effects of the system
even more powerful. If both manpower and productivity went up, it would be
useful to compare the increase in productivity with changes in productivity for
comparison groups whose manpower also changed, if such comparison groups are
available.

In addition to these highly desirable features it is worthwhile to sup-
lement the evaluation with data on attitudes concerning the system. Asking in-

cumbents and supervisors to indicate how well they like the system aids in
system evaluation. It can identify areas where the system could be improved. It
also makes a more convincing argument that users saw the system as valuable
than just a subjective impression given by someone familiar with the operation.

An example of an evaluation of such a system can be found in Pritchard,
Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg (19870), which describes the development and
evaluation of a feedback, goal setting, and ináentive system designed and
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implemented in an operational Air Force environment. It also includes copies of
a list of attitude questions that could be adapted for other system evaluations.

V. EXAMPLES OF FEEDBACK GOAL SETTING AND INCENTIVE SYSTEMS

In this section are brief examples of applications of feedback, goal
setting, and incentive systems. These should give the reader a sense of how the
systems have been used and provide enough information to decide whether reading
the complete description of a given project would be valuable. See the
References section of this manual for complete citations to each of the following
examples.

EackSysterns

Many examples of feedback systems are reported in the research litera-
ture. Section VII of this manual gives a number of examples of these systems.
The three feedback systems presented below have been or could be used in mili-
tary organizations.

Exam le 1 Individual-level feedback u 'n sin le measure. Dockstader,
Nebeker, and Shumate (1977) reported use of an individual feedback system for
civilian keypunch operators in a management information center of a Naval
shipyard. These operators were given feedback on their keystroke rate (number
of key strokes per hour for the 8-hour shift). The daily average key stroke
rate was provided privately to each operator at the cend of each week. The
operators were given this feedback plus the average key stroke rate of all other
operators. Thus, they had a standard against which to compare their own
performance. This feedback-plus-standard approach led to a large increase in
the key stroke rates of the operators. Including the average performance of
other operators in the feedback system encouraged individual operators to set
perfo mance goals for themselves which contributed to the increases in produc-
tivity.

Example 2: Individual-level feedback using multiple measures. Pritchard,
Bigby, Beiting, Coverdale, and Morgan (1981) used individual-level feedback with
civilian clerical workers mid keypunch operators. The clerical workers were
individually given feedback on four indicators of their performance. Three of
these indicators were quality measures (error rates), and the other was a
quantity measure of units of work done per time period. The keypunch
operators were given feedback on their key stroke rate relative to a standard
for each type of keypunch task. These measures were combined into an index
Of overa I keying effectiveness. In addition, the operators were given the
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percent of time they spent in keying and other work ac ivities relative to thetotal time available for work. In addition to this feedback, the clerical workers
and keypunch operators received feedback on their average performance for theprevious week.

Both groups received this feedback individually and on a daily basis. Theresults showed a decrease in error rates and an increase in quantity of workfor the clerical workers of 4% and 5% respectively. The keypunch operators
obtained an 8.5% increase in their key stroke effectiveness.

Example 3: Group-level feedback, i.in_g_integrated measures Pritchard,
Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg (1987) reported on a group feedback system
with a supply branch (containing four sections) and an electronics repair section
at an operational Air Force base. The feedback system was based on a so-
phisticated productivity measurement system (for a detailed description, see
Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg (1987a)). The productivity mea-
surement system encompassed all the major duties of each organization. Eachmajor duty had one or more objective measures termed "indicators." The rnea-
surement system combined measurement of productivity indicators with policy tointegrate the various measures into an overall index of productivity termed"overall effectiveness." By this method, the system was able to combine 13
indicators of productivity for the electronics repair section and 33 productivity
indicators for the supply branch.

The inclusion of policy in the system allowed it to take into consideration
the relative importance of different duties and the specification of how good or
bad different levels of performance were with respect to the overall mission of
the organization. The policy specifications clearly stated how *ell different lev-
els of performance met expectations. Upper-level management reviewed and hadinputs into ",e productivity measurement system, both in terms of the indicators
included in 'El_ system and the policy specifications. When differences of opinion
about the productivity measurement system existed between managers and supervi-
sors, these differences were discussed, and a consensus was reached.

Both indicator effectiveness and overa l effectiveness scores were given
as feedback to all members of the organizations whose productivity was being
measured, as well as to upper-level management. The format of the feedback
was a computer-generated report that included the indicator data for the month,
the corresponding effectiveness scores, and the total effectiveness scores of the
organization for the month. In addition, these data were compared to
corresponding data from the previous month. The data were displayed
graphically and posted on bulletin boards in the office of each section. When
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they received the report and graphs, the organizations met to discuss the results
and work strategies for the upcoming month.

After five months of feedback, the five sections had increased their
productivity an average of 50% over the previous months when no feedback sys-
tem was in place. These productivity increases occurred with no increases in
manpower or, in some cases, with decreases in manpower. Comparison
organizations did not increase in productivity during the same time period.
Members of the target organizations became more satisfied with their jobs and
improved in their morale during the feedback period.

Goal Settingystems

Example 1: Individual gREL setting, Crawford. White, and Magnusson
(1983) developed a goal setting program for civilians working in Naval aircraft
maintenance shops. Goals were based on an individual-level performance
measurement system extracted from a management information system. Each
employee's performance was measured in terms of time spent on a task relative
to the standard time for that task. Each week employees received this informa-
tion on their own performance, plus their own corresponding data from the pre-
vious month. Employees met individually with their supervisors at the begiming
of the goal setting period to set a specific performance goal. These goals were
based on the employee's past performance, level of motivation, training, and
work assignment. Goals were designed to be challenging but achievable.
Supervisors were trained in goal setting procedures and took primary
responsibility for setting goals. In some cases, supervisors assigned goals to
employees; in other cases, employees participated with supervisors in setting
their goals.

This goal setting program resulted in some large improvements in perfor-
mance. Employees who had their goals assigned to them by their supervisors
increased their performance just as much as employees who participated in the
setting of their goals.

The feedback systems described in Examples 2 and 3 under feedback sys-
tems were also used as the basis for goal setting systems. In both examples,
feedback alone was given for five months; then goal setting was added. Since
one of these goal setting programs provided individual feedback and the other,
group feedback, the systems are both described below.

Exam e 2: Individua settin The Pritchard, Bigby, Beiting,
Coverdale, and Morgan (1981 ) study added goal setting to the feedback system
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described in Example 2 under feedback. Supervisors were carefully trained in
goal setting procedures. In training, emphasis was placed on encouragement of
employee participation, and the importance of setting specific, challenging goals
that would be accepted by the employee. Each employee met individually with his
or her supervisor every two weeks to review the employee's performance Emd
set goals on each of the indicators. Goals could either bi retained, decreased,
or increased as a result of these meetings. As new employees came into the
organization, goals were established for them based on their level of experience.
Thus, goals were- individually tailored to experienced employees based on their
past performance and to new employees based on their predicted performance
given their level of past experience.

This combination of goal setting and feedback decreased the error rate of
clerical work by an average of 15% and increased their quantity of work by
3.5%. Compared to feedback, goal setting did not appreciably change quantity of
work (4% increase under feedback, 3.5% increase under goal setting) and de-
creased error rate 11% more than feedback alone.

Example 3: Group-level go al settine. Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and
Ekeberg (1987b) added goal setting to the feedback system described in Example
3 under feedback. Supervisors and managers were trained in the principles of
goal setting as described in Example 2 with one difference: goals were set for
the entire section rather than for each employee. Goals were set in a meeting
in which section supervisors discussed previous performance of their section
with section members. After productivity trends were discussed, and events that
could impact productivity were anticipated, a goal was set by section members
and the section supervisor. Only one goal waf lvt. It was for the overall
effectiveness of the section. Goals were revie\.ed and reset monthly. These
goals were not reviewed by upper-level management, but were known only to the
section members, the section supervisor, and his or her immediate supervisor

.e., the branch manager

Results indicated that this goal setting system had a very large effect on
productivity. Across the five sections involved in the study (four sections in
supply and one in maintenance), there was a 75% increase in productivity. Thus,
goal setting added a 25% increase in productivity over and above the 50% gain
achieved during feedback.

Incentive Systems

Example 1:. Individual monetary incentives. Dockstader, Nebeker, and
Shumate (1978) used .an incentive system with the same jobs and management
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information systera described in Example 1 under feedback systems. Financial
rewards were used in this system and were calculated according to the amount
saved (to the Government) by the high individual performance. The rationale
was that when a worker's performance exceeded the standard, the worker was
to some degree doing the work of another person who would require a salary.
Therefore, workers who exceeded the standards could get some fraction of that
amount saved, and 11% was the fraction selected.

The actual bonus was calculated via a complex formula that included the
time the operator was assigned to the machine by the supervisor, the hourly cost
of the work, and an index of that operator's production efficiency.

In order to operate the incentive system, an Incentive Management Coor-
dinator (IMC) was chosen and trained. This person was responsible for the
maintenance and continued development of the incentive system. The IMC bad to
be thoroughly familiar with the management information system, the keypunch
operator's job, the standards used to calculate the efficiency ratio, and the
formula for computing bonuses. In addition, the 1MC was responsible for en-
suring that uwentives were awarded in a timely manner, for training new su-
pervisors and operators in using the incentive system, and for informing upper-
level management of program progress.

The results of the incentive program were impressive. There was a 25%
increase in performance as compared to a previous period. This increase in
productivity allowed a 22% decrease in personnel (through normal attrition),
resulting in considerable cost savings.

Example 2: Financial and non-financial individual incentives. Pritchard,
Von Bergen, and De Leo (1974) used financial and non-financial incentives in Air
Torce techmical training. Three different incentive systems were used with
airman trainees in Weather Observer and Aircraft Electrician Repairman
courses. The non-financial incentives were letters of commendation, time-off,
avoidance of work details, choice of uniform, and avoidance of marching in
formation. The financial incentives were U.S. Savings Bonds and gift
certificates. The indentives were developed through extensive participation of the
airmen, instructors, and managers. Incentives were rated for their attractiveness
by the airmen, and these incentives were then examined for feasibility by
management.

Three incentive systems were used. The first awarded non-financial in-
centives on the basis of technical school performance, the second system awarded
non-financial incentives on the basis of effort in school, and the third system
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added financial incentives to the second system. Perform&nce was measured bythe speed of course completion, exam scores, number of remedial instructionsessions, and number of counselling sessions. Remedial instruction sessions andcounselling sessions might be required after a student failed an exam. Effortwas measured by instructor ratings.

The incentive systems were established around a point system such thattrainees could earn an increasing number of points for higher levels of per-formance or effort. These points then could be "spent" on incentives. Themore attractive incentives had a higher point value; thus those who performedhighest or demonstrated the highest efforts received the most attractive in-centives, yet those who did less well could also earn some incentives.

These three incentive systems were found to have mirAmal effects. Thethird system had the greatest positive impact on the time to complete the Aircraft
Electrical Repairman course. All three systems resulted in a reduction in thenumber of remedial instruction sessions imd counselling sessions of the Weather
Observer course. None of the systems improved exam scores. The researchers
concluded that incentives that were highly feasible (such as the non-financial
incentives) were not attractive enough to have a meaningful effect onperformance or effort.

Example 3: Non-financial grouincentive. Incentives were added to thefeedback and goal setting system reported by Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing,and Ekeberg (198M) as described in Example 3 under goal setting. This systemdiffered from the previous two example incentive systems in two ways. First,incentives were given at group level. That is, if the incentive level was at-tained, everyone in the group received the incentive. Second. incentives wereawarded on the overall effectiveness of the organization rather than on a fewmeasures of job performance. This overall effectiveness measure was
discussed in Example 3 for feedback systems.

Time-off from work was chosen as the most feasible and attractiveincentive after discussion with airmen, supervisors, and managers. No other
incentives were used.

Since the incentive system was implemented following and in addition tofeedback and goal setting systems, there had already been a large increase in
productivity (75%). Therefore, the incentive system was designed in a way that
organization members would not feel "punished" for their previous high,
performance by having to work even harder to earn an incentive. In response tothis requirement, a two-step incentive system was developed. A half day could
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be earned for maintenance of current high levels of effectiveness (defined as the
average of the five months with the Mghest overall effectiveness scores). An

additional half day could be earned for going above this high level. In the
electronics repair section, the additional half day could be earned by exceeding
the five-month average by 5%. In the supply branch, the additional half day could

be earned for each section if the entire branch achieved its incentive level. This

was done to promote necessary cooperation among the four sections of the supply
branch.

ThP results showed that using incentives resulted in little increase in
productivity over the feedback plus goal setting. Across the five sections,
overall effectiveness increased only an additional 1%. It was noted, however,
that awarding personnel time-off did not reduce the high level of effectiveness
of these organizations. In addition, personnel had favorable attitudes toward the
incentive system.

1DENTWYING POWERFUL EICENTIVES

In designing incentive systems, one area of particular concern is the deci-
sion about what incentives and forms of recognition to use. Special attention
was devoted to this issue in the preparation of this manual. A number of steps
were taken to identify a comprehensive list of non-financial incentives feasible
for use in an Air Force environment. Then, a sample of enlisted persomel
were surveyed to determine the attractiveness of these incentives. The results
of this effort are presented in this section.

Management and/or the program design team can use this information in
several ways. First, it is useful as a source of ideas for incentives. Second,

it gives an indication of the overall attractiveness of a number of incentives to a
representative sample of Air Force enlisted personnel. Third, the attractiveness
data are broken down by sex, grade, command, marital status, and whether the
respondent has dependent children at home. Information from these breakdowns
helps to identify useful incentives for particular situations where such a program

is being developed.

Develo ment of the Incentives/Forms of Recognition List

Several steps were taken to develop a comprehensive list of non-financial

incentives. A search of the research literature was made to identify incentives
and forms of recognition that had been previously identified. A computer search
of the social sciences and business literature was conducted. These references
were used as sources for incentives and forms of recognition, and their
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references were used to suggest further literature. Furthermore, Departinent ofDefense documents of the past 20 years were surveyed to find incentives andforms of recognition which had been used in a military setting.

In addition to reviewing written sources, researchers who worked in thearea of incentives and organizational rewards were consulted. They were askedto suggest incentives and forms of recognition they had used or seen used inresearch, and any additional references they might know of in the area. Theseresearchers were both civilian and military. Researchers from all the armedservices were consulted by telephone for their input on incentives and forms ofrecognition and potential references.

A se les of meetings were held with persotmel at an Air Porce base.The first group of meetino consisted of inter 2, NS with personnel at the nestersergeant, senior master sergeant, and chief master sergeant levels. TheY wereasked to talk about the incentives and forms of recognition they had used or seenused in their experience with.the Air Force. They were also asked to recom-mend additional people for interview on the subject. A second group of meetingswere held with junior and serdor officers.

A .third group of meetings were held with E-1's through E-31s. Sincethese grades are likely targets for incentives and forms of recognition Programs,they were asked to think of potential incentives and forms of recognition whichthey would find attractive.

To take advantage of the unpublished knowledge about non-monetary incen-tives and forms of recognition telephone calls were made to a sample of produc-tivity principals and first sergeants at Air Force bases in the continental 'UnitedStates. They were asked to iantify incentives and forms of recognition theyhad used which were particularly effective, to suggest any written material they
may have seen which would be helpful, and to provide names of others who couldbe contacted for 'further information.

Through this process a list of approximately 600 non-financial iricertivesand forms of recognition was developed. These incentives and forms ofrecognition were edited for redundancy, feasibility, and adherence to Mr Forcepolicy. The final list of 88 incentives and forms of recognition was plat insnrvey form and sent to a stratified random sample of 3,000 Air Force enlistedpersormel. They were asked to assess the attractiveness of each incentive usinga five-point rating scale where 1 = Not At All Attractive, 2 = Slightly Attractive,
= Moderately Attractive, 4 = Very Attractive, 5 = Extremely Attractive. Re-sponses were returned by mail to the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory.
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The number of usahrle responses was 1,522, which repres-ents an overall response

rate of 51%. Additilonal information on the number of ----urveys sent out to sub-
groups and the rate and percentage of response for eacIa of these subgroups is

presented in Appentdi_ix B, and a copy of the su vey inst=ument is found in Ap-
pendix

Incentives and Attr c iveness Data

A listing of isu:ncentives and forms of recognition nd their overall attrac-
tiveness is presentetiri M Table 3. Each incentive is wczehrded in this table as it
appeared in the surv.-ey. The table presents the incentive and forms of recogni-
tion listed in order of average attractiveness. It also indicates in the "Rank"
column the rank of the incentive or form of recognitiom. A rank of 1 is the
highest or most attractive and a rank of 88 is the lowes or least attractive. In
addition, the number that the incentive or form of recogmeition was on the survey

s indicated in the 'Item #" column. Thus, the most .attractive incentive, was
number 15 on the urvey, "Getting choice of assignmemt inside or outside of
CONIJS,11 The seen=ond most attractive incentive, umber 17 on the survey, is the
second incentive in 'Urable 3, etc. Finally, the last coluirw-r1 labeled "Average Rat-
ing" gives the avecaralge attractiveness rating across all :Dersonnel who answered
the item, The bighermer the number, the higher the rating, with a value of 5.0 be-
ing the maximum tlOsible rating.

relative attractiveness of the incentives and forms of recognition is
also presented in Piagure 1. This figure, presented on to pages, graphically de-
picts tlie rankings ekof the incentives and forms of recog:zraition according to their
attractiveness. For example, the most attractive ineentie is, as before, number
15, "Getting choice cli-of assignment inside or outside of CEOWIJS." Its average at-
tractiveness is 4-84, wMch is just under the maximum_ possible value of 5.0.
The second page of Figure 1 shows the second half of the list of incentives and
forms of recognitioram; i.e., those lower in attractiveness.

More detail otzm the average attractiveness ratings i presented in Appendix
A. This appendix lir._sts the incentives in the order they artpeared in the survey
and gives the averag-e -attractiveness rating. The table alo shows the percentage
of respondents who indicated that the incentive was either "Very Attractive" or
"Extremely Attraotiv--e." This is labeled "% HIGH" on th,e table. The percentage
of respondents who z indicated that the incentive was either- "Not At All Attractive"
or "Slightly Attractiwve" is also presented in the table, a.n is labeled "% LOW."
Finally, the number of personnel who rated each incentiv or form of recognition
is presented in.the Liast column, labeled "Number of Case



Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness

l'On_1. Item # Incentive AN_Lii=srlaa_ar2A

i. 15. Getting choice of assignment inside or eotaick 41= 84of CMGS.

5,

Getting to choose country of assigmnent.

Getting to choose a region of Unitcd Sutes
(e.g., East Coast, Midwest, etc.) where yournext base of assigronent is located.

42. Getting greater opportunity for free technicaltraining that is acceptable for collegecredit.

47. Family member- attending conclasses free or at reducsd cost.
Being able to take temporary duty of
Your choice.

75. Getting ride in an Air Force 3

9. Getting first choice, from those available, of
appropriate training opportunities in yourcareer field.

Getting a three day pass during the we
(Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

69. GettLg free haircuts for six months,
70. Get

minute cal
ephone calls home (One 20

ek for four weeks),
7. Avoiding involuntary cross-training.

13. S. Being able to choose which shift you work en.
14. 19. Ge ting a dw off for your work group- (Forexample. half the group gets off one daY, theother half gets off the next daY-)

4 -.67

4_50

4-40

A. 35

.4 =9
9

4

Ge ng a ckly off for yourself, which is not 4j acigcharged to your leave account.
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Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness (Cont.)

Rank m #

41.

17. 46.

18, 37_

19. 55.

20. 80.

21. 83.

22. 72.

23. 40.

24. 62.

25. 8.

26. 20.

27. 23.

28_ 76,

29. 8 _

30. 71.

Incentive

Get mg a $20 gift certificate for use at a 4.17
clothing store, BX, drycleaner, etc.

4.14Havmg a job search seminar for military
personnel approaching retirement.

Being allowed to live off base. 4.10

Getting a flee dinner of your ch ice for two 4.08
at an off base restaurant.

Receiving a formal certificate of achievement 4.06
from your supervisor and having it put in your
permanent file.

Having a special notice for outstanding
performance sent to the Commanding Officer at
next base of assignment.

Getting a free round trip for two to a nea by
big city.

Having your unIforms cleaned free for one
month.

Getting two free admission tickets to a local
sports event or to a movie off base.

4.04

4.02

4.02

4.00

Attending a workshop on career possibilities 3.98

in your career field.

Getting a half day off for your work group. 3.95

Getting a half day off for yourself, which is 3.92

not charged to your leave account.

Receiving an engraved model airplane or plaque 3.91

for high performance.

H ving the Wing Commander come to your work
station to commend you for a job well done.

3.89

Getting use of employment referral agency for 3.86

your spouse.



Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness (Cont. )

Rank Item #

31. 66.

32. 87.

33. 57.

34. 49.

35. 61.

36. 4.

37. 67.

38. 26.

64.

40. 28.

41.

42. 27.

43. 8

44. 77.

45, 48.

Ineentive Average Rating

Getting two free theater tick ts to a play in
town, with txensportation there and back andfree babysitting.

Having your unit appear on a list o "Top
Units" on base.

Getting an athletic bag, sports watch. set of
woodworking tools, or similar item for free.
Taking a foreign language course for free.
Getting a free recreation pass for golf.
bowling. etd.

Being able to work in the group of your
choice.

Getting free laundry service for one week.

Getting four free hours of time off during amonth to be taken whenever you want.

Getting free video recorder rental and two
movies for one night.

Your work group be ng excused from weekend
work for one month.

Having free foreign language instruction for
family members.

BeIng excused from weekend work for one month.

Being recognized formally as one of the Wing's
most outstanding personnel at a quarterly.
public ceremony.

Getting a jacket with patches or
representing achievements.

3.34

3.84

3.83

3.77

3.76

3.72

3.72

3.71

3.71

3.69

3.69

3.68

3.68

Having a defensive driver's training courae 3.68for spouses and children.
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Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness Cont.)

Rank Item

46. 36.

47.

48. 78.

49. 79.

50. 63.

51. 14.

52. 65.

53. 52.

54. 32.

55. 3.

56. 35.

57. 25.

58. 21.

59. 60.

60. 85.

Incentive Avera e Ratin

Having your work group excused from extra 3.66
duties such as cleaning, grass cutting. etc.
for one month.

Having a job search seminar for your spouse. 3.65

Receiv ng a trophy for achievements at work. 3.64

Getting personalized pens. pencils, and coffee 3.62
mugs for outstanding performance.

Your entire work group getting free tickets to 3.62
go to a movie off base together.

Getting the opportunity to participate in 3.62
regular problem solving meetings at work.

Having a pool party for your work group and 3.61
their families.

Attending a course/workshop in suess 3.59
management.

Getting a three day pass over the weekend. 3.59

Having complete choice of what tasks you work 3.59
on for one day.

Being excused from extra du res such as 3.57
cleaning, grass cutting. etc. for one month.

Getting an extxa half hour for lunch every day 3.57
for a week.

Your work group gettIng an hour off from work 3.56
at the beginning or end of each day for a
week.

Getting free arts/crafts instruction in areas 3.55
zuch as photography, painting, etc.

Having your name appear on list of "Top 3.53
Workers" appearing in squadron area.



Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness (Cont.)

Rank Item #

61. 24.

62. 43.

63. 6.

64. 74

65. 84.

66. 34.

67. 12.

68. 68.

69. 11.

70. 44.

71. 33.

51_

73. 86.

74. 29.

75. 59.

Incentive Avera e Rating

Getting an hour off at the beginning or end of 3_53
each day for a week.

Attending an effective study habits program. 52

Having a meeting between the commander and
your work group to discuss any thing you want
to.

Having a letter of recognition sent home

Being singled out for special recognition in
front of other personnel.

Having a picnic for your work group and their
families during duty time.

Being a representative of your work group at
meetings with supervisors to voice your work
group's concerns or suggestions.

Getting one day free babysitting. 3.42

3-52

3.51

3.49

3.48

3.44

Going on a field trip one weekend to see Your 3.41
specialty at work at another Air Force base.

Attending a money management workshop. 3.40

Having a social event during duty time for 3.40
your work group.

Attending a course/workshop in developing 3.36
parenting skills.

Having a bulletin board where awards and forrns 3.35
of recognition are posted in your work area.

Having a work group lunch catered at your w rk 3.30
place.

Getting use of a car for one weekend. 3.29
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Table 3. Incentives
Ranked by Average Attractiveness (Concluded)

Rank Item #

76. 10.

77. 82.

78. 53.

79. 39.

80. 58.

SI. 13.

82. 73.

83. 2.

84. 30.

85. 56.

86. 1..

87. 38.

88. 54.

Incentive Average Rating

Serving as the informal instructor for newer 3.28
workers.

Having your photograph taken with the Wing 3.24
Commander.

Attending a personal awareness seminar. 3.22

Getting T-shirts with your work group 3.15

Being alio ed to have a weekend visitor stay 3.10
at the base dormitory for free.

Attending an Airmen/NCO breakfast which would 3.09
include feedback & items of mutual interest
discussed in a semi-social atmosphere.

Having families of high performing units given 3.08
tour of the work site.

Meeting a visiting dignitary an a 3.08
representative of base personnel.

Being able to check out a car from the motor 3.07
pool for use on base.

Having your photogr ph taken free. 2.98

Being selected tc "shadow" the squadron 2.85
commander or other upper level manager for
day to get a more comprehensive view of the
workings of the organization.

Having access to the base kitchen for "cook
your own" nights.

Attending a free personal grooming cla

2.73

2.53

69
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FIG. 1 INCENTIVES RANKED BY
AVERAGE ATTRACTIVENESS
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The average attractiveness of all 88 incentives and forms of recognition
inc uded in the survey is 3.71. One would expect this average to be higher than
the middle anchor (half way between the highest and lowest possible rating) of
the rating scale (3.00), since to some extent the incentives and forms of recog-
nition were pre-selected for attractiveness. That is, the sources we contacted to
develop the original list were asked to identify attractive incentives and forms of
recognition. Only four of the incentives and forms of recognition received aver-
age ratings lower than 3.0, which was defined as moderately attractive by the
rating scale.

In addition to these overall results, the incentive and forms of recognition
attractiveness data were also broken down by sex, grade, command, marital sta-
tus, and whether respondent had dependent children at home. Sex was male or
female. Grade was Amn-SrA, Sgt-SSgt, and TSgt-MSgt. Command was Tacti-
cal Air Command, Strategic Air Command, Military Airlift Command, Air
Training Command, Air Force Logistics Command, Air Force Systems Command,
Alaskan Air Forces, Pacific Air Forces, United States Air Forces in Europe, and
Other. Marital status was single or married. Dependent children living at home
was "yes" or "no."

A summary of these results is presented in Table 4. The rows in this
tabk give an abbreviated version of the incentive or form of recognition (e.g.,
"Shadow the squadron commander" rather than "Being selected to "shadow" the
squadron commander or other upper-level manager for a day to get a more
comprehensive view of the workings of the organization.") The five breakdown
variables, sex, grade, command, marital status, and presence of dependent chil-
dren are presented in the columns. If an asterisk (*) appears in the intersection
of an incentive or form of recognition row and the breakdown variable column,
it indicates that the attractiveness of that incentive or form of recognition was
different among at least two categories of that breakdown variable. The crite-
rion for "different" is that there be at least a .5 scale point difference in aver-
age attractiveness between any two categories of breakdown variable, and the
difference be greater than would be expected by chance (statistical significance
of .05). For example, the first incentive has no asterisks in its intersection
with the Sex and Dep columns. This means that males and females found this
incentive equally attractive, as did personnel with and without dependent children
at home. That is, the arithmetic difference between the average attractiveness
scores for males and females is so small that it probably resulted by chance.
There are, however, asterisks in the intersections with the columns labeled
Grade, and Marital. This indicates that personnel in at least two categories of,
the three different grades varied on how attractive they found the incentive, as
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Table 4.
Differential Attractiveness

Incen ive

1. "Shadow" the squadron
commander.

2. Meet a visiting
dignitary.

3. Choose tasks you work
on for one day.

4. Work in the group
your choice.

5. Choose shift you work
on.

6. Meeting between the
commander and your work group.

7. Avoiding involuntary
cross-training.

S. Attending a workshop
on career possibilities.

9. Getting first choice of
training opportunities.

10. Serving as the informal
instructor for new workers.

11. Field trip to see your
specialty at another Air
Force base.

12. Representing work group
at meetings with supervisors.

13. Attending an Airmen/NCO
breakfast.

Classificafions

SEX GRADE COM- MARI- DEP
MAND TAL

73
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Table 4 (Cont.)
Differential Attractiveness

Incentive Classifica

14. Participate in p- blem
solving meetings at work.

IS. Choice of assignment inside
or outside of CONUS.

16. Choose next base of
signment within United Sta

17. Choose country of assignment.

18. Take temporary duty of
your choice.

19. Getting a dtty off for
your work group.

20. Getting a half day off for
your work group.

21. An hour off per day for
work group for a week.

22. A day_off not charged to
your leave account.

23. A half day off not charged
to your leave account.

24. An hour off per day for
a week.

25. An extra half hour for
lunch every day for a week.

26. Four time off hours to
be taken whenever you want.

SEX GRADE COM- MARI- DEP
MAIM TAL

a
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Table 4 Cont.)
Dif -erential Attractiveness

Incent ve Classifications

27. Being excused from weekend
work for one month.

28. No weekend work for work
group for one month.

29. Work group lunch catered
at your work place.

30. Check out a car from the
motor pool for use on base_

31. Three day pass during the
week (Tue., Wed., and Thurs.).

32. Getting a three day pass
over the weekend.

33. A social event during duty
time for your work group.

34. Picnic for work group and
families during duty time_

35. Excused from extra duties
for one month.

36. Work group excused from
extra duties for one month.

37_ Being allowed to live
off base.

38. Access to base kitchen
for "cook-your-own" nights.

39. Getting T-shirts with
your work group insignia.

SEX GRADE COM- MARI- DEP
MAND TAL

a
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Table 4 Cont.)
Di._ erential Attractiveness

Incentive Classific _ions

40. Having your uniforms
cleaned free for one month.

41. Getting a $20 gift certificate.

42. Technical training for
college credit.

43. Attending an effectIve study
habits program.

44. Attending a money management
workshop.

45. Having a job search seminar
for your spouse.

46_ job search seminar for
personnel near retirement.

47. Free co tinuing education
classes for family.

48. Defensive driver's training
course for family.

49. Taking a foreign language
course for free.

50. Having free foreign language
instruction for family.

5E A cour workshop in
developing parenting skills

52. Attending a course/workshop
in Stress management.

67

SEX GRADE COM- MAIRI- DEP
MAINID TAL
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Table 4 (Cont.)
Differential Attractiveness

Incentive Classifications

SEX GRADE COM- MAR1- DEP
MAND TAL

53. Attending a personal
Rwarenesa seminar.

54. Attending a free personal
grooming class.

55. Free dinner for two at
an off base restaurant.

56. Having your photograph
taken free.

57. Free item i.e. athlet c
bag. sports witch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor stay
at base dormitory free.

59. Getting use of a car
for one weekend.

60. Free arts/crafts Ifl$tflCtiOfl
such as photography.

61. Free recreation pass for
golf, bowling, etc.

62. Two free tickets to sports
event or movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie
off base for whole work group.

64. Free VCR r ntal and two
movies for one night.



Table 4 (Cont.)
Differential Attractiveness

Incentive Classifications

65. Pool pigmy for your work
group and their families.

66. Two free theater ticke
sitter, and transport.

67. Getting free laundry service
for one week.

68. Getting one day free
babysitting.

69. Getting free haircuts for
six months.

70. Pour fret phone cal
(one 20 minute call/week).

71. Use of employment referral
agency for your spouse.

72. Free round trip for two
to a nearby big city.

73. Tour of work site for
fimilies of top workers.

74. Letter of recognition
sent home to family.

75. Getting a ride in an
Air Force jet.

76. Engraved model aimlane
or plaque.

77. Jacket with achievement
patches or insignia.

SEX 'GRADE CQ _- MARI- DEP
MAND TAL

69
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Table 4 (Concluded)
Differential Attractiveness

Incentive Classifica ions

SEX GRADE COM- MAIRT- DEP
MAND TAT-

78. Trophy for achievements at
work_

79. Personalized pens, pencils.
and coffee mugs.

80. Certificate of achievement
put in your file.

81_ Wing Commander at your work
station to commend you.

82. Having your photograph taken
with the Wing Commander.

83. Outstanding performance
notice sent to next base.

84. Special recognit on in front
of other personnel.

85. Having your name appear
on list of "Top Workers".

86. Award and recognition
bulletin board in work area.

87. Your unit appears on a
list of "Top Units" on base.

88. Named one of the Wing's
most outstanding personnel.

a. An astrisk indicates that there were meaningful differences in incentive at-
tractiveness for that classification factor. For example, -the first astrisk in the
table indicates that the different grades found the first incentive different in
attractiveness. Data on the actual values of the average differences between
classifications are found in Appendices C-G. A meaningful difference is defined
as an average difference in the attractiveness rating of .5 or larger and a dif-
ference larger than expected by chance (statistical significance at 05)
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did personnel in at least two of the different commands,
were married or single. s did those who

If one wanted to institute an incentive system, this table is a useful sup-plement to the overall attractiveness data presented earlier. Specifically, if in-centives or forms of recognition are selected for possible use based on their
overall attractiveness, it would be useful to examine Table 4 to see if subgroupshave different attractiveness for those incentives. If they do, the more detaileddata in the appendices should be examined to see exactly what subgroups showwhat differences. For example, if a potential incentive or form of recognitionshows up as attractive to females but not to males, and there are no females inthe unit for which the system is being designed, that incentive or form of recog-nition should probably not be used for that unit.

Complete data on average incentive and form of recognition attractivenessfor the categories of the breakdown variables are found in the appendices asfollows: By Sex (Appendix C). By Grade (Appendix D), By Command (AppendixE), By Marital Status (Appendix F), and By Presence of Dependent Children(Appendix G). Specific numeric differences in the attractiveness of the break-down variables can be seen in these data.

There were some systematic differences in ratings. For example, fe-males rated most incentives and forms of recognition higher than did males.Single persons generally rated incentives and forms of recognition more highlythan did married persons, and lower ratings were associated with higher grades.There did not appear to be systematic differences based on command or presence
of dependent children.

VII WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

Below are a number of publications of use to readers wishing more in-formation on feedback, goal setting, incentives, or productivity measurement.Each publication is briefly described. A complete reference for each is found
under References in the next section of this manual.

Feedback Goal Settin and Incen 'yes

Cra ford et a.. 1983. This technical report describes a goal setting program
built around a system that measures individual performance in terms ofstandards. The data for the performance measures were extracted from
a management information system. The system was used with civiliansworking in Naval aircraft maintenance shops. A training program for
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shop foremen and managers . in how to set goals for the workers is de-

scribed.

Dockstader et al., 1977. One in a series of technical reports on approaches to

increasing productivity through enhancing motivation. Subjects were civil-

ian keypunch operators working in a large Naval shipyard. The report

discusses measuring productivity and using feedback in a simple job where

one objective measure of productivity was available that encompassed the

job responsibility of workers.

Dockstader et al., 1978. This technical report describes the addition of financial

incentives to the above-mentioned feedback. It gives a detailed account of

a method of calculating a bonus for performance that exceeds work

standard.

Ugen et al., 1979. A review article on performance feedback to individuals, this

article presents a model of how feedback works and discusses research

on feedback in terms of this model. Although much of the research

described fits the type of feedback discussed in this manual, the model is

designed to fit most closely to performance appraisal rating feedback.

Latham and Yukl, 1975. Based on workers in the logging industry, this study

discusses the development of a goal se ting system and a method of

tracking its effectiveness.

Locke et al., 1981: In an exhaustive review of the research literature on goal

setting, this article reports a large amount of support for the positive ef-

fects of goal setting ,on performance, as well as conditions which seem to

enhance the impact of goal setting.

Nadler, 1979. This article reviews the li erature on the effects of feedback on

work or task behavior of people in groups. Factors that affect how

feedback will impact group performance and issues of how best to design

a group-oriented feedback system are discussed. A model of the impact

of feedback on group performance is presented.

Pritchard et al., 1981. This teclmical report describes the use of a feedback

and goal setting system for clerical workers and keypunch operators.

These relatively simple jobs had multiple measures of performance. The

report describes how these multiple measures were presented together in a

computer-generated feedback report given to the clerks and operators on a

.
daily basis. The report explains how the feedback system was



administered and how it was used as the basis of a goal setting program.The basic principles of goal setting are presented, as well as a brief
description of the training of managers in goal setting. Also included is a
description of how new workers were introduced to the feedback and goal
setting systems and how goals were set for their performance.

Pritchard et al., vsm. This report describes the use of feedback, goal setting,
axid incentive systems based on a new- method of measuring productivity
(described in Pritchard et al., 1987a). These systems were used with
complex jobs that require cooperation among individuals and groups to
accomplish the mission of the organizations, four sections of a supplybranch and an electronics repair section at an operational Air Force base.The report describes a comprehensive feedback system that contains mul-
tiple measures of productiviqf and integrates them into an overall index of
effectiveness for each of the organizations. The report also explains howgoals and incentive levels were set on these overall indices of ef-fectiveness.

Taylor et al., 1984. This review article takes a cybernetic or control theory
approach and envisions feedback as providinig an information loop to the
system about the nattre of its products or outputs. It discusses how dis-
crepancies occur between the message intended by the feedback and the
understanding of the message by the feedback recipients. Also examined
is how feedback affects the setting of performance goals and how these
goals change in response to the information provided by feedback. Theeffects of feedback on responses, such as change in effort or alteration
of work strategies, are also covered.

Productivity Measurement

American Productivity Center, 1986 This report presents the results of a
large research project in major U.S. corporations on white collar
productivity. Productivity measures are described for service-oriented
jobs that are typically difficult to measure.

Muckler, 1982. This comprehensive article summarizes and overviews issues in
productivity measurement. Issues include different kinds of productivity,
various measurement problems, the uses of productivity measurement in-
formation, and various types of productivity measurement systems.

Pritchard et al., 1987a. This report describes the development and evaluatirm of
a new method of measuring productivity. The method is designed for
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complex jobs where there are multiple measures of productivity. This

productivity measurement system is also designed to increase productivity

by maximizing work force motivation. The system can integrate the pro-
ductivity of sub-uits into an overall effectiveness index of a larger orga-
nization, and it can compare the productivity of different ults even if they

are quite different from one another.

Tuttle, 1981; Tuttle et al., 1985. These reports present several definitions of
productivity and what it means in the Air Force. A distinction is made
between productivity as effectiveness or efficiency, and suggestions are

offered for combining these two definitions. Productivity measurement

methods are described and critiqued. The reports describe extensive field

tests of a method for developing a productivity measurement system that

has been successfully used in many Air Force organizations, the Methodol-

ogy for Generating Efficiency and Effectiveness Measures (MGEEM).

Tuttle and Weaver, 1986a & 1986b. These two reports are practical manuals

written for use by Air Force personnel to develop the productivity mea-

surement system, the Methodology for Generating Efficiency and Effec-

tiveness Measures (MGEEM), described in earlier Tuttle reports. The

first report provides an overview of the MGEEM process and identifies

anticipated benefits, costs, and risks for the Air Force commander, man-

ager, or supervisor contemplatinz its use. The second report provides
sufficient technical detail to guide a measurement facilitator through an
operational implementation of the MGEEM in an orgmization.
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APPENDIX A:
AVERAGE INCENTWE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive

1. Being selected to "shadow" the
squadron commander or other upper
level manager for a day to get a
more comprehensive view of the
workings of the organization.

2. Meeting a visiting digtItazy as
a representative of base personnel.

3. Having comnlete choice of what
tasks you work on for one day.

4. Being able to work in the group
of your choice.

5. Being able to choose which
shift you work on.

6. Having a meeting between the
commander and your work group to
discuss any thing you want to.

7. Avoiding involuntary cross-
training.

8. Attending a workshop on career
possibilities in your career field.

9. Getting first choice. from those
available, of appropriate tztaining
opportunities in your career field.

10. Serving as the infomial
instructor for newer workers.

11. Going on a field trip one
weekend to see your specialty at
work at another Air Force base.

Attractiveness Ratings Number
of

CaSeSAVERAGE % HIGH5 % LOWa

2.85 26.4% 34-0% 1383

3-08 34.1% 28.6% 1426

3-59 E74.3% 17.3% 1459

3_76 60.5% 12.8% 1484

4.21 79.3% 6.0% 1508

3.52 50.0% 16.7% 1477

4.21 75.6% 8.2% 1477

3.98 69.5% 10.5% 1503

4.29 81.1% 3 9% 1510

3.28 40.0% 20.6% 1463

3.41 48.3% 25.9% 1423
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APPENDIX A ( CONT. ):
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive

12. Being a representative of your
work group at meetings with
supervisors to voice your work
group's concerns or suggestions.

13. Attending an Ainnen/NCO
breakfast which would include
feedback & items of mutual interest
discussed in a mi-social
atmosphere.

14. Getting the opportunity to
participate in regular problem
solving meetings at work.

15. Getting choice of assignment
inside or outside of CONUS.

16. Getting to choose a region of
United States (e.g., East Coast,
Midwest, etc.) where your next
base of assignment is located.

17. Getting to choose country
assignment.

18. Being able to take temporary
duty of your choice.

19. Getting a day off for your work
group. (For example, half the group
gets off one day, the other half
gets off the next day.)

20. Getting a half day off for your
work group.

21. Your work group getting an
hour off from work at the beginning
or end of each day for a week.

Attractiveness Ratings Number
of

CasesAVERAGE % HIGH % LOW

3-44 46.5% 18.3% 1472

3.09 33.5% 27.2% 1425

3.62 54.9% 12.7% 1485

4.84 96.3% 1.0% 1519

4.67 93.2% 1.5% 1517

4.67 92.8% 1.6%

4_38 83.2% 3.7% 1516

4.20 76.7% 6.8% 1507

3.95 67.2% 10.5% 1498

3.56 51.2% 20.3% 1473
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APPENDIX A (CONT.):
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive

22. Getting a day off for yourself.
which is not charged to your leave
account.

23. Getting a half day off for
yourself, which is not charged to
your leave account.

24- Getting an hour off at the
beginning or end of each day for a
week.

25. Getting an extra half hour for
lunch every day for a week.

26. Getting four free hours of time
off during a month to be taken
whenever you want.

27. Being excused from weekend
work for one month.

28. Your work group being excused
from weekend work for one month.

29. Having a work group lunch
catered at your work place.

30. Being able to check out a car
from the motor pool for use on
base.

31. Getting a three day pass during
the week (Tuesday. Wednesday, and
Thursday).

32. Getting a three day pass over
the weekend.

33. Having a social event during
duty time for your work group.

Attractiveness Ratings Number
of

CasesANMRAGE % HIGH % LOW

4.18 74.4% 8.4% 1503

3.92 64.3% 12.4% 1490

3.53 49.6%. 21.9% 1466

3.57 50.4% 21.6% 1458

3.72 55.8% 17.1% 1475

3.69 55.0% 18.2% 1456

3.71 55.7% 17.6% 1457

3.30 41.8% 25.7% 1413

3.07 33.8% 33.0% 1357

4.26 78.8% 6.6% 1508

3.59 53.2% 21.1% 1443

3.40 44.8% 21.7% 1458
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APPENDIX A (CONT.):
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive Attractiveness Ratings Munber
of

Clas esAVERAGE % HIGH % LOW

34_ Having a picnic for your work
group and their families during duty

me.

3.48 46.7% 20.3% 1446

35. Being excused from extra
duties such as cleaning, grass
cutting, etc. for one month.

3.57 50.5% 21.3% 1463

36. Having your work group
excused from extra duties such as
cleaning, grass cutting, etc_ for
one month.

3.66 54.2% 18_9% 1459

37. Being allowed to live off base. 4.10 71.4% 11.7% 1489

38. Having access to the base
kitchen for "cook-your-own" nights.

2.73 25.1% 41.0% 1330

39. Getting T-shirts with your work
group insignia.

3.15 36.6% 29.5% 1399

40. Having your uniforms cleaned
free for one month.

4.02 6 11.4% 1469

41. Getting a $20 gift ceriflcate
for use at a clothing store, BX,
drycleaner, etc.

4.17 74-0% 7.0% 1502

42. Getting greater opportunity for
free technical training that is
acceptable for college credit.

4.50 8 2.9% 1511

43. Attending an effective study
habits program.

3.52 49.1% 17_6% 1456

44. Attending a money management
workshop.

3.40 44_7% 21.5% 1444

45. Having a job search seminar
f or your spouse.

3.65 52_8% 15.8%
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APPENDIX A ( CONT. ):
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTI SS

Incentive Attractiveness Ratin s Numb e r
Of

% LOW CaSeS
46. Having a job search seminarfor military personnel approachingretirement.

47. Family members attending
continuing education classes free orat reduccd cost.

48. Having a defensive driver's
training course for spouses and
children.

49. Taking a foreign languagecourse for free.

50. .Having free foreign langua
instruction for family members.

51. Attending B course/workshop indeveloping parenting skills.
52. Attending a course/workshop instress management.

53. Att nding a personal awarenessseminar.

54. Attending a free personal
grooming class.

55. Getting a free dinner
choice for two at an off base
rescaurant.

56. Having your photograph takenfree.

57. Getting an athletic bag, sportswatch, set of woodworking tools, or
similar item for free.

ANTRAGE % HIGH

4.14 74.1%

4.40 83.6%

3.68 55.2%

3.83 61.8%

3.69 55.3%

3.36 42.5%

3.59 51.3%

3.22 36.9%

2.53 16.4%

4.08 71.6%

2.98 30.3%

4 5 .7%

9 0

8.3% 1478

4.6% 1479

14.8% 1443

14.1% 1477

15.6% 1454

22.4% 1424

17. 1452

25.6% 1413

43 0% 1264

10.1% 1486

34.2% 1372

14.0% 1456



APPENDIX A (CONT.):
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive Attractiveness Ratinzs Number
of

CasesAVERAGE % HIGH % LOW

58, Being allowed to have a
weekend visitor stay at the base
dormitory for free.

3.10 38_0% 32.3% 1379

59. Getting use of a car for one
weekend.

3.29 41.6% 27.0% 1406

60. Getting free arts/crafts
instruction in areas such as
photography. painting, etc.

3.55 49_1% 18.4% 1461

61. Getting a free recreation pass
for golf, bowling, etc.

3.77 58.3% 13.6% 1477

62_ Getting two free admission
tickets to a local soon& event or to
a movie off base.

4.00 68.4% 8.8% 1487

63. Your entire work group getting
free tickets to go to a movie off
base together.

3.62 52.9% 17.9% 1448

64_ Getting free video recorder
rental and two movies for one night.

3.71 56.5% 16.3% 1474

65. Having a pool party for your
work group and their families.

3.61 52.5% 18.0%. 1464

66. Getting two free theater tickets
to a play in town, with
transportation there and back and
free babysitting.

3.85 61.5% 13.1% 1455

67. Getting free laundry service for
one week.

3.72 56.1% 17.2% 1454

68. Getting one day free
babysitting.

3.42 41 6% 22.8% 1307

69. Getting free haircuts for six
months.

4.25 76.3% 7_9% 1463
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APPENDIX A ( CONT )
AVERAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive

70. GettIng free telephone calls
home (One 20 minute call a week
for four weeks).

71. Getting use of employment
referral agency for your spouse.
72. Getting a free round trip for
two to a nearby big city.

73. Having families of high
performing units given a tour of the
work site.

74. Having a letter of recoiitiOn
sent home to family.

75. Getting a ride
jet.

S an Air Force

76. Receiving an engraved model
airplane or plaque for high
performance.

77. Getting a jacket with patches
or insignia representing
achievements.

78. Receiving a trophy for
achievements at work.

79. Getting personalized pens.
pencils, and coffee mugs for
outstanding perfoonance.

80. Receiving a formal certificate
of achievement from your supervisor
and having it put in your permanent
file.

Attractiveness Ratin s Number
of

CasesAVERAGE % HIGH % YGW

4.24 75.8% 8.3% 1480

3.86 59.7% 11.1% 1406

4.02 67.9% 11.1% 1471

3.08 32,7% 30.3% 1377

3.51 49.1% 21.0% 1432

4.29 63.5% 8.7% 1484

3.91 64.2% 11.5% 1470

3.68 54.2% 16.7% 1439

3.64 53.2% 17.0% 1461

3.62 51.8% 17.4% 1451

4.06 72.0% 8.0% 1492
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APPENDIX A (CONCLUDED)
AT,RAGE INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS

Incentive

81. Having the Wing Commander
come to your work station to
commend you for a job well done.

82. Having your photogTaph taken
with the Wing Commander.

83. Having a special notice for
outstanding performance sent to the
Commanding Officer at next base of
assignment.

84. Being singled out for special
recognition in front of other
personnel.

85. Having your name appear on
list of "Top Workers" appearing in
squadron area.

85. Having a bulletin board where
awards and forms of recognition are
posted in your work area.

87. Having your unit appear on a
list of "Top Units" on base.

88. Being recognized formally as
one of the Wing's most outstanding
personnel at a quarterly, public
ceremony.

Attractiveness Ratings Number
of

CasesAVERAGE % HIGH % LOW

3.89 64.9% 13.8% 1463

3.24 39.7% 26.4% 1396

4.04 71.5% 9.5% 1482

3.49 47.7% 20.2% 1438

3.53 50.3% 19. 1454

3.35 42.5% 23.47 1446

3.84 62.1% 12.4% 1476

3.68 53.9% 16_4% 1423

a. The column labled % HIGH is the sum of the percentage of respondents
who indicated "Very Attractive" or "Extremely Attractive". The % LOW is the
sum of the, percentage who indicated "Not At All Attractive" or "Slightly
Attracti ye".
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APPENDIX B: PERCENTAGES OF PEOPLE
RETURNING SURVEY

category"
Number
Sent out

Number
Returned

Percent
ReturnedSex

Male 2440 1,286 48.71Female 360 198 55.00

Marital Status
Married 1,886 1,043 55.30Single 995 455 45.73

Conunand
TAC 550 301 54.73SAC. 570 292 51:22MAC 424 215 50.71'ATC 262 140 53.44AFLC 57 31 54.39AFSC 110 64 58.18AlaskanAF 41 25 60.98PACAF 136 75 55.15LISAFE 358 156 43.58Other 492 196 39.84

*Response rates broken down by grade and by dependent children were notavailable. The surveys were sent out to individuals based on "E" gradeswhereas the survey item for graJe asked that respondents designate their gradein terms df F A., Sgt, etc. Because of this inconsistency, we were not able todetermine hoi many surveys were returned by the different grades. Data onpercentage of surv. ys sent by presence of dependent childern were notdetermined at the time the sample was selected, so no return rate data can becalculated The total number returned for each category (e.g. sex) does notequal the total number of questionnaires returned (1522) because somequestionnaires had some missing information_
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APPENDIX C: AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

Incentives

1. "Shadow" the squadron
commander.

2. Meet a visiting
dign-tavi.

3. Choose tasks you work
on for one day. _

4. Work in the group of
your choice.

5. Choose shift you work on.

6. Meeting between the comander
and your work group.

7. Avoiding involuntary
cross-training.

8. Attending a workshop on
career possibilities.

9. Getting first choice of
training opportunities-

10. Serving as the inforrnal
instructor for new workers.

11. Field trip to see your
specialty at another Air Force base.

12. Representing work group at
meetings with supervisr;.s.

13. Attendsng an Airmen/NCO
breakfast.

14. Participate in problem
solving meetings at work.

Female Male

3_13 2.81

3.35 3.04

3.84 3.55

4_00 3.73

4.40 4.18

3.63 3.50

4.23 4.21

4-11 3_97

4_32 4.28

3.45 3_26

3.65 3-38

3.45 3.44

3.38 3.05

3.61 3.62



APPENDIX C (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

Incentives

15. Choice of assignment inside
or outside of CONUS.

16. Choose next base of assignment
within United States.

17. Choose country
assignment.

18. Take temporary duty of
Your choice.

19. Getting a day off for
your work group.

20. Getting half day off for
your work group.

21. An hour off per day for
work group for a week.

22. A_ day off not charged
to your leave account.

23. A half day off not chargedto your leave account.

24. An hour off per day
for a week.

25. An extra half hour for
lunch every day for a week.

26. Four time off hours to be
taken whenever you want.

--
27. Being excused from weekend
work for one month.

87

Female Male

4.91 4.83

4.73 4.66

4.78 4.66

4.78 4.66

4.45 4.16

4.29 3.90

3.95 3.50

4.44 4.14

4.33 3 86

3.96 3.47

4.04 3.50

4.16 3.66

4,00 3.64
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APPENDIX C (Cont. ): AVE AGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTWENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

1ncct1ve s

28. No weekend work for work
group for one month.

29. Work group lunch catered
at your work place.

30. Check out a car from the
motor pool far use on base.

31. Three day pass during the
week (Tue., Wed., and Thurs.

32. Getting a three day pass
Over the weekend.

33. A social event during duty
time fer your work group.

34. Picnic for.work group and
families during dutY time.

35. Excused from extra duties
for one month.

36. Work group excused from extra
duties for one month.

37. Being allo ed to live off base.

38. Access to base kitchen for
"cook-your-owe nights.

39. Getting T-shirts with Y
work group insignia.

40. Having your uniforms cleaned
free for one month.

41. Getting a $20 gift
certificate.

Female Male

3.97 3_68

3.65 3.24

3.08 3.06

4.55 4.22

3.81 3.56

3.74 3.36

3.65 3.46

3.82 3

3.86 3.64

4.41 4.06

3.22 2.67

3.17 3.15

4.28 3.99

4_32 4.15



APPENDIX C (Cont.): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

Incentives
Female Male

=. Technical uaining for
4.51 4.51311ege credit.

3.
Attending an effective studyEbits program. -

. Attending a meineY management
t=orkshop. 3.57

Having a job search seminaryour spouse. 3.41 3.67

Job search seminar for
sonnel near retirement. 4.06 4.15

Free continuing education
4.23 4.43Nets:3es for- family.

. Defensive driver's training
t-rirse for family.

- Taking a foreign language
rse for free.

3.57

4.04

3.69

3.79

Having free foreign
vr-truction for family. 3.69 3.69

A course/worksh p in 3.63 3.32,.-eloping parenting skills.

Attending a course/workshop
tress management. 3.83

Attending a personal awe 3.61 3.15Ldnar.

_ Attending a free personal
3.04 2.45)Ealrn i ng class.
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APPENDIX C Cont ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

Incentives

55. Free dinner for two at an
Off base restaurant.

56. Having your photograph
taken free.

57. Free item. i.e. athletic bag,
sports watch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor stay at
base dormitory free.

59. Getting use of a car
for one weekend.

60. Free arts/crafts instruction
such as photography.

61. Free recreation pass for
golf, bowling, etc.

62. Two free tickets to sp
event or movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie off
base for whole work group.

64. Free VCR rental and two
movies for one night.

65. Pool party for your work
group and their families_

66. Two free theater tickets.
sitter, and transport.

67. Getting free laundry
service for one week.

9 9

Female Male

4.22 4.06

3.45 2.92

3.86 3. 4

3.33 3.07

3.45 3.28

3.51

3.73 3.77

4.00 4.00

3.72 3_61

3.87 3.69

3.80 3_60

3.99
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APPENDIX C (Cont.): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATINGS

(BY SEX)

Incentives Female Male
68. Getting one day free
babysitung. 3.84 3.36

69. Getting free haircuts
for six months. 3.92 4.29

70. Four free phone calls
(one 20 minute call/week). 4.37 4.22

71. Use of employment referral
agency for your spouse. 3.68 3.88

72. Free round trip for
to a nearby big city. 4.26 3.99

73. Tour of work site for
families of top workers. 3.16 3.06

74. Letter of recognition sent
home to family. 3.70 3.49

75. Getting a ride in an 4.27 4_30Air Force jet.

76. Engraved model airplane
or plaque. 3_98 3.91

77. Jacket with achievement
patches or insignia. 3.72 3.68

78. Trophy for achievements at work. 3-67 3.64
79. Personalized Pens. perm
and coffee mugs. 3_67 3.61

80. Certificate of achievement
put in your file. 4.18 4.05

81. Wing Commander at your work 4_02 3.87station to commend you.
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APPENDIX C (Concluded):
INCENTWE ATTRACTIVE

(BY SEX)

ncentive-

82 Having your photograph taken
with the Wing Commander.

83. Outstanding performance notice
sent to next base.

84. Special recognition in front
of other personnel.

85. Having your name appear on
list of "Top Workers".

86. Award and recognition bulletin
board in work area.

87. Your unit appears on a list
of "Top Units" on base.

88. Named one of the Win
most outstanding personne

7VT,,

A Pr' iNG

Female Male

73.49 3.21

4.24 4.01

3.63 3.47

3.72 3.50

3.63 3.31

3.93 3.82

3.85 3.66
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APPENDIX D: AVERAGE IN CENTWE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE )

Incentives Aim-
Sra

Sgt-
SSgt

2.83

3.10

TSgt-
MSgt

2.53

2 84

'Shadow" the squadron 3.13

3.25

ork ander.

. 'feet a visiting
igsrmitsry.

hoose tasks you
on for one day.

3.80 3.53 3.41

Wilork in the group 3.92 3.75 3.Neour choice.

1.2eacise shift you
orlirc on.

llowleeting between the 3.58

4.26

3.54

3.97

3.42
Irrsornander and your work group.

Mfa.voiding involuntary
os-trainiag. 4.17 4.26 4.19

Paa.--ttending a workshop 4.00 4.00 3.94
aireer possibilities.

=ening first choice
taining opporlunities.

4.26 4 1 4.28

P. Serving as the informal
stma-uctor for new workers.

3_44 3.31 3.04

Field trip to see your 3.89 3.34 2_97
,e=ialty at another Air Force base.

Representing work group
rineetings with supervisors.

9 3.49 3.41

_Attending an Airmen/NCO
aa-cfa at.

3.20 2.12 2.93

3.60 3.67 3.55-_-1-'8rticipate in problem
lv-ng meetings at work.
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APPENDIX D Cont AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentives

15. Choice of assignment
inside or outside of COWUS.

16. Choose next base of
assignment within United States.

17. Choose country of
assignment.

18. Take temporary duty of
your choice.

19. Getting a dAy off for
your work gToup.

20. Getting a h
for your work group.

21. An hour off per day for
work gToup for a week.

22. A day off not charged
to yltir leave account.

23. A halfax_gf not charged
to your leave account.

24. An hou
for a week.

per day

25. An extra half hour for
lunch every day fOr a week.

26. Four thne off hours to
be taken whenever you want.

27. Being excused from weekend
work for one mcmth.

Anm-
Srd

Sgt-
SSgt

TSgt-

MSV

4.85 4.85 4.81

4.77 4.69 4.53

4.74 4.70 4.57

4.52 4.46 4.11

4.38 4.27 3 8

4 15 4 3.58

3.92 3.64

4.47 4.26 3.69

4.24 3.99 3.40

3 3.63 2.96

3.89 3.71 2.98

4. 2 3.81 3.23

3.94 3.75 3.21
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APPENDIX D (Cont.): AVERAGE INCEN IVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentives

28. No weekend work for work
group for one month.

29. Work group lunch catered
at your work place.

30. Check out a car from the
motor pool for use on base.

31. Three day pass during the
week (Tue., Wed., and Thurs.).

32. Getting a three day pass
over the weekend.

33. A social event during duty
time for your work group.

34. Picnic for work group and
families during duty time.

35. Excused from extra duties
for one month.

36. Work ga-o p excused from
extra duties for one month.

37. Being allo ed to live
off base.

38. Access to base kitchen
for "cook-your-own" nights.

39. Getting T-shirts with
yous work group insignia.

40- Having Your uniforms
cleaned free for one month.

Arnn- Sgt- TSgt-
Sra BSgt MSgt

4.00 3.74 3.31

3.73 3.29 2.81

3.43 3.06 2.68

4.44 4.31 3_96

4.01 3.53 3.23

3.61 3.43

3_65 3.50 3.27

3.98 3.61 3.01

3.98 3.66

4_33 4.12 3_80

3.25 2_77 2.14

3_42 3.21 2.74

4.23 4.G5 3.71



APPE IX D (Cont. ). AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentilies

41. Getting a $20 gift
cenificate.

42. Technical training for
college credit.

43. Attending an effective
study habits program.

44. Attending a money
management workshop.

45. Having a job search
seminar- for your spouse.

46. Job search seminar for
personnel near retirement.

47. Free continuing education
classes for family.

48. Defensive driver's
training course for family.

49. Taking a foreign language
course for free_

50. Having free foreign
language instruction for family-

51. A course/workshop in
developing parenting skills.

52. Attending a course/workshop
in stress management.

53. Attending a personal
awareness seminar.

Amn-
Sra

Sgt-
ngt

TSgt-
MSgt

4.28 4.23 3.95

4.60 4.53 4.34

3.57 3.59 3.35

3.53 3.42 3.21

3.66 3.75 3.46

4.03 4.13 4.27

4.34 4.42 4.46

3.68 3.72 3.60

4.11 3.83 3.48

3.86 3.72 3-47

3.51 3.45 3_03

3.64 3.63 3.45

3.32 3.23 3.05
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APPENDIX D (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentives

54. Attending a free personal
grooming class.

55. Free dinner for two at
an off base restaurant.

56. Having your ph tograph
taken free.

57. Free item, i.e. athletic
bag, sports watch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor
stay at base dormitory free.

59. Getting use of a car
for one weekend.

60. Free arts/crafts instruction
such as photoeraphy.

61. Free recreation pass for
golf, bowling, etc.

62. Two free ti kets to sports
event or movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie off
base for whole work group.

54. Free VCR r ntal and t o
novice for one night.

S. Pool party for your work
troup and their families.

6. Two free theater tickets,
litter, and transport.

97

Arnn-
sr&

Sat-
§§z

TSat-
MSiTzt

2.88 2.53 2.18

4.27 4.12 3.79

3.49 3.00 2.43

4.07 3.85 3.51

3.72 3.09 2.42

3.70 3.28 2.86

3.83 3,56 3.20

3.93 3.81 3.43

4.18 4.05 3.69

3.81 3.66 3.32

4.03 3.77 3.23

3.82 3.67 3.27

4.00 3.92 3.56



APPENDIX D (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTIRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentives

1

Aim-
Sra

Sgt-
SSgt

TSgt-
Min

3.42

2.92

3.98

3.87

3_68

3_63

2.76

3_11

3.87

3.6A

3_40

3.38

3.42

67. Getting free laundry
service for one week.

68. Getting one day free
babysitting.

69. Getting fr e haircuts
for six months.

70. Four free phone calla
(one 20 minute call/weet=.).

71. Use of employment rfe
ager.cy for your spouse.

72. Free round trip for tmiseo
to a nearby big city.

73. Tour of work site
families of top workers.

74. Letter of recognition
sent home to family.

75. Getting a ride in an
Air Force

76. Engraved model airP1
or plaque.

77. jacket Behieverriummni
patches or signic

78. Trophy for achfevemets
work.

79. Personalized pens,
and coffee mugs.

3.94

3.70

4.43

4.53

3.98

4.33

3.29

3.86

4.62

4.16

3_93

3.84

3.75

3.74

3.57

4.28

4.29

3.90

4.06

3.12

3.50

4_31

3.90

3.69

3.66

3.64
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APPEND X D (Concluded) AVERAGE
INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY GRADE)

Incentives

80. Certifcate of achievementput in your file.

81. Wing Commander at your
work station to commend You-

82. Having your photograph
taken with the Wing Commander.

83. Outstanding performancenotice sent to next base.
84. Special recognition infront of other personnel.

BS. Having your name appear
on list of 'Top Workers".

86. Award and recognition
bulletin board in work area.
87. Your unit appears on a
list of 'Top Units' on base.

88. Named one of the Wing's
most outstanding personnel.

Ar.in- Set- TSgt-Sra §Sgt MSet

4.33 4.09 3.69

4.04 3.94 3.64

3.61 3.22 2.89

4.24 4.07 3.72

3.55 3.56 3.26

3.75 3.59 3.16

3.48 3.41 3.09

3.96 3.88 3.59

3.81 3.71 3,46



APPENDIX E: AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives TAC SAC MAC ATC AFL-Ca

1. "Shadow" the squadron
commander.

2.86 2.91 2.84 3_08 2-92

2. Meet a visiting
dignitary.

3.15 3.21 2.98 3.02 3.42

3. Choose tasks you
work on for one day.

3.60 3.64 3.58 3_47 3_61

4. Work in the group
of your choice.

3.70 3.78 3.77 3_64 3.97

5. Choose shift you
work on.

4.24 4.20 4.26 4.19 4.17

6. Meeting between
commander and your
mmwk group.

3.53 3.59 3.46 3.55 3.52

7. Avoiding involuntary
cross-U-aining.

4.21 4.26 4.28 4.24 4.23

8. Attending a workshop
on career possibilities.

3.93 4.13 3.97 3.84 3.93

9. Getting first choice 4.24 4.32 4.18 4.30 4.26
of training opportunities.

10. Serving as the informal
instructor for new workers.

3.35 3.40 3.23 3.35 3.07

11. Field trip to see your
specialty at another

3.33 3.60 3.28 3.40 3.62

Air Force base.

12. Representing work group
at meetings with supervisors_

3.42 3.52 3.40 3.42 3.48

13. Attending an 3.03 3.18 3.02 3.15 3.24
Airmen/NCO breakfast,

a. Incentive attractiveness ratings are broken down into 10 command
classifications. The first five are presented in this part of this appendix,
the next five are presented in the last half of this appendix.
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APPENDIX E Con AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

14. Participate in problem
solving meetings at work.

IS. Choice of essign-ment
inside or outside of CONUS.

16. Choose next base of
assignment within
United States.

17. Choose country of
assignment.

18. Take temporary duty
of your choice.

19. Getting LLALly_911
for your work group.

0. Getting a half day off
for your work group.

21. An hour off per day
for work group for a week.

22. A day off not charged
La your leave account.

13. A half da off not
:harged to your
cave aCcotint.

!4. An hour off per day
or a week.

S. An extra half hour
ar lunch every daY
3r a week.

6. Four time off hours
be taken whenever

)u want.

TAC SAC MAC ATC AFLC

3.53 3.82 3.58 3.54 3.65

4.84 4.82 4.81 4.84 4.90

4.70 4.67 4.66 4.67 4.87

4.72 4.65 4.62 4.73 4.74

4.50 4.35 4.40 4.31 4.33

4.29 4.20 4.18 4.26 4.23

3.97 3.9 .94 4.10 3.83

3.63 3.52 3.59 3.68 3.74

4.30 4.24 4_14 4.26 4_00

4.00 3.89 3.89 4.08 3.84

3_61 3.46 3.56 3.61 3.71

3.66 3.58 3.55 3.64 3.47

3.80 3.77 3.69 3.74 4_07



APPENDIX E Cont. AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

27. Being excused from
weekend work for one month_

28. No weekend work for
work group for one month.

29. Work group lunch
catered at your work place.

30. Check out a car from
the motor pool for use on base_

31. Three day pass during
the week (Tue.. Wed..
and Thurs.).

32. Getting a three day
pass over the weekend.

33. A social event during
duty time for your work group.

34. Picnic for work group
and families during
duty time.

35. Excused from extra
duties for one month_

36. Work group excused
from extra duties
for one month.

37_ Being alio ed to
live off base.

38. Access to base 'kitchen
for "cook-your-own.* nights.

39_ Getting T-shirts with
your work group insignia.

TAC SAC MAC ATC AFLC

3.63 3.74 3.69 3_75 3.93

3.67 3.76 3.64 3.80 3.93

3.37 3.44 3.13 3.19 3.43

3.15 3.27 2.99 3.01 2-77

4.29 4-27 4 4.31 4.27

3.63 3.52 3.78 3.59 3.21

3.47 3.42 3.30 3.47 3_57

3.52 3.58 3.34 3.44 3_47

3.58 3-66 3.58 3.69 3-27

3.64 3.74 3.68 3.74 3_68

4_12 4.12 4_07 4_31 4_13

2_77 2.83 2_64 2_60 2.72

3.14 3.26 3.18 3.14 3.36
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APPENDIX E (Con AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

40. Having your uniforms
cleaned free for one month.

41. Getting a $20 gift
certificate.

42. Technical training
for college credit.

43. Attending an effective
study habits program.

44_ Attending a money
management workshoP-

45. Having a job search
seminar for your spouse.
46. Job search seminar
for personnel near retireme

47. Free continuing
education classes
for fkn-rii1y.

48. Defensive driver
training course for family-

49. Taking a foreign
language course for free.

50. Having free foreign
anguage instruction for family_

1. A ourse/workshop in
eveloping parenting skills.

2- Attending a
ourse/workshop in
tress management.

TAC SAC MAC ATC AFLC

3.92 4.17 4.00 4.20 4.00

4_10 4_38 4.13 4_17 4.40

4.45 4.57 4.47 4.58 4_61

3_38 3.71 3.67 3.41 3.52

3.33 3.62 3.51 3.28 3.21

3.63 3.50 3.79 3.56 3_22

4.11 4.30 4_17 4_10 4.03

437 4.46 4.34 4A3 4-54

3.64 3.78 3.67 3.71 3.64

3.84 3_79 3_74 4_13

3.59 3.76 3.73 3.48 3.93

3-33 3.51 3.36 3-32 3.07

3_56 3_74 3.67 3.48 3.50
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APPENDIX E (Cont.): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

53. Attending a personal
awareness seminar.

54. Attending a free
personal grooming class.

55. Free dinner for two
at an off base restaurant.

56. Having your photograph
taken free.

57. Free item, i.e. athletic
hag sports watch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor
stay at base donnitoi7 free.

59. Getting use of a car
for one weekend.

60. Free arts/crafts
instnaction such as
photography.

61. Free recreation pass
for golf, bowling, etc.

62. Two free tickets to
sports event or
movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie
off base for whole
work group.

64. Free VCR rental and
two movies for one night.

65. Pool party for your
work group and their
families.

TAC SAC MAC ATC AFLC

3.16 3.36 3.39 3.04 2.89

2.51 2.73 2.60 2.40 2.03

4.18 4.24 4.03 4.12 4.17

3.07 3 5 2.98 2.93 2.57

3.92 4.05 3_74 3.76 4.20

3.13 3.30 3.09 3.02 2.75

3.40 3.43 3.10 3.16 3.07

3.55 3_71 3.54 3.39 2.97

3.82 3.94 3.67 3.69 3.77

4.04 4.20 3.87 3.99 4.00

3.66 3.78 3.52 3.70 3.45

3.76 3.95 3.61 3.74 3.42

3.65 3.82 3.57 3.53 3.17
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APPENDIX E (Con AV-ERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentiv
TAC SAC MAC A AFLC

66. Two free theater
tickets, sitter.
and transport.

3.89 3.97 3.74 3.83 3.53

67. Getting free laundry
service for one week.

i8. Getting one day

3.59

3.47

3.89

3.49

3.70

3.45

3.78

3.48

3.27

2.96'Tee babysitting.

)9. Getting free haircuts
or six months- 4.31 4.42 4.15 4.42 4.17

0. Pour free phone
ails (one 20 minute
all/week).

4.23 4.23 4.13 4.22 4.23

1. Use of employment 3.84 3.95 3.88 3.86 3.78:fermi agency for
Dur spouse.

a. Free round trip for
vo to a nearby big eitY. 4.06 4.15 3.93 3.94 3.77

3. Tour of work site 3.12 3.34 2.93 3.06 2.96T families of top
arkers_

Letter of recognition 3.58 3.72 3.43 3_47 3.69.nt home to familY.

. Getting a ride in an
r Force jet. 4.38 4.48 3.99 4_22 4.31

. Engraved model airplane
r plaque. 4.05 4.10 3.83 3.84 3.93

. Jacket with achievement
tches or insignia. 3.79 3.83 3_60 3.67 3.89
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APPENDIX E (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENT VE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

78. Trophy for achievements
at work.

79. Personalized pens.
pencils, and coffee mugs_

80. Certific
achievement put
your file.

81. Wing Commander at your
work station to commend you.

82. Having your photograph
taken with the Wing Commander.

83_ Outstanding performance
notice sent to next base.

84. Special recognition
in front of other personnel.

SS. Having your name appear
on list of "Top Workers".

86. Award and recognition
bulletin board in work area.

87_ Your unit appears on a
list of "Top Units" on base.

88. Named one of the Wing's
most outstanding personnel.

TAC SAC MAC ATC AFLC

3.76 3.81 3.62 3.68 4.00

3-69 3.81 3.56 3.70 3.78

4.05 4_17 4_00 4_09 4.13

3_89 4.13 3.86 3-99 3.93

3_30 3.45 3.20 3_36 3.31

4.00 4.18 3.95 4.19 4.17

3.41 3.62 3.45 3.72 3.41

3.47 3.73 3_45 3_69 3.38

3.37 3.52 3.25 3.43 3.17

3.82 3.96 3.79 3_92 3.77

3.63 3.91 3.62 3.85 3.64
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APPENDIX E (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentiv

1. "Shadow" the squadron
commander.

2. Meet a visiting
dignitary.

3. Choose tasks you
work on for one day.

4. Work in the group
of your choice.

5. Choose shift you
work on.

6_ Meeting between the
commander and your
work group.

7. Avoiding involuntary
cross-training.

8. Attending a workshop
on career possibilities.

9. Getting first choice
of training opportunities.

10. Serving as the informal
instnictor for new workers.

11. Field trip to see your
specialty at another
Air Force base.

12. Representing work group
at meetings with supervisors.

AFSC AAF PAF
USAF

EUR OTHER

3.37 2.29 2.47 2.82 2.57

3.27 2.84 2.89 3.10 2.83

3.60 3.56 3.67 3 56 3.50

3.75 3_84 3.76 3.77 3.80

4.06 4_40 4.35 4.13 4.15

3.78 3.72 l,50 3-42 3.42

4.32 4.32 4.11 4.06 4.19

4.02 4.16 3_95 3.98 3.95

4.33 4.56 4.11 4.41 4.34

3.45 3.00 3.42 3.14 3.07

3.67 3.48 3.48 3.32 3.28

3.53 3.71 3.35 3.51 3.32
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APPENDIX E (Con AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentiv AFSC AAF PAF
USAF

EUR OTHER

13. Attending an 1_26 3.20 2.90 3_23 2.96
Ainnan/NCO breakfast.

14. Participate in problem
solving meetings at work.

3.78 3.40 3_71 3.62 3.48

15. Choice of assigrunent
inside or outside of CONUS.

4.97 5.00 4.81 4_88 4.80

16. Choose next base of
assimment within

4.61 4..84 4.64 4_70 4_57

United States.

17. Choose counLry of
assignment.

4.58 4.72 4.68 4.69 4.66

18. Take temporary dutY
of your choice.

4.30 4_24 4.53 4 36 4.32

19. Getting a day off 4.17 4.52 4.24 4_14 4.04
for your work group.

20. Getting a half c1L3y_ceff 3.98 4.08 4.03 3.89 3.76
for your work group_

21. An hour off per day 3.62 3.52 3.71 3.43 3.35
for work group for a week.

22. A day off not charged 4.08 4.24 4. 5 4.04 4.04
to your leave account.

23 A half day off not 3.97 4.12 3.96 3.74 3.77
charged to your
leave account.

24. An hour off per day 3.55 5.60 3.59 3.36 3.41
for a week.
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APPENDIX E (Cont. AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAM)

Incentivec APSC AAF PAP
USAF

EUR OTHER

25_ An extra half hour 3.67 3.44 3.70 3.46 3.36for lunch every day
for a week_

26. Four time off hours
to be taken whenever
you want.

3.66 3.92 3.81 3.50 3.61

27. Being excused from
weekend work for one month.

3.88 3_83 3.72 3.66 3.44

28. No weekend work for
work group for one month.

3.82 4.20 3.82 3.65 3.51

29_ Work group lunch
catered at your work place.

3.51 3.54 3.16 3.21 3.15

30. Check out a car from
the motor pool for use on base.

3_05 3.04 3.18 2.95 2.78

31. Three day pass during
the week (Tue.. Wed..
and Thurs.).

4_38 4 6 4.32 4.27 4.19

32. Getting a three day
pass over the weekend.

3.70 3.56 3.62 3.40 3.55

33. A social event during
duty time for your work group.

3.70 3.52 3.40 3_24 3.26

34_ Picnic for work gro p
and families during
duty time.

3.76 3.48 3.49 3.32 3.46

35. Excused from extra 3.74 3.88 3.54 3.55 3.22duties for one month.
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APPENDIX E (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

36. Work group excused
from exU-a duties
for one month-

37. Being allowed to
live off base.

38. Access to base kitchen
for "cook-your-owe nights.

39. Getting T-shirts with
your work group insignia.

40. Having your uniforms
cleaned free for one month.

41. Getting a $20 gift
certificate.

42. Technical training
for college credit.

43_ Attending an effective
study habits program.

44. Attending a money
management workshop_

45. Having a job search
seminar for your spouse.

46_ job search seminar
for personnel near retirement.

47. Free continuing
education classes
for family_

AFSC AAF PAF
USAF

EUR OTHER

3.89 4.12 3.67 3_56 3.44

4.35 4.44 3.77 4.01 3.96

3_29 2.78 2.64 2.67 2_53

3_56 3.48 3.24 2.94 2_80

4.11 3 /6 3_94 3.86 3-92

4.17 4.20 4.16 4.01 4.07

4.60 4.64 4.51 4.53 4_38

3_74 3.38 3.55 3.56 3_26

3.61 3.42 3.35 3.37 3_11

3_82 3.72 3.45 3.64 3_43

4.34 3.76 4.00 4_17 3.96

4.56 4.68 4_44 4.37 4.35
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APPENDIX E Cont. AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

48. Defensive driver's
training course for family.

49. Taking a foreign
language course for free.

50. Having free foreign
language instruction for family.

51. A course/workshop in
developing parenting skills.

52. Attending a
course/workshop in
stress management.

53. Attending a personal
awareness seminar.

54. Attending a free
personal grooming class.

55. Free dinner for two
at an off base restaurant.

56. Having your photograph
taken free.

57. Free item. i.e. athletic
bag, sports watch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor
ray at base dormitory free.

59. Getting use of a car
'or one weekend.

Arsc AAF PAF
USAF

EUR OTHER

3.86 3.72 3.66 3.66 3.49

7 3.92 3.79 3.98 3.69

3.70 4.08 3.70 3_97 3.54

3.66 3.64 3.43 3.40 3.00

3.75 3.72 3.53 3.62 3 30

3.41 3.25 3.21 3.26 2.91

2.68 2_64 2.79 2.46 2.14

4.05 4.13 3.93 3.89 3.88

3.19 3.04 3.04 2.88 2.61

4.03 3.60 3.83 3.62 3.61

3.41 3.00 3.07 2.99 2.75

3.62 3.04 3 5 3.21 3.21
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APPENDIX E Con AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

60. Free arts/crafts
instruction such as
photography.

61. Free recreation pass
for golf, bowling, etc.

62. Two free tickets to
sports event or
movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie
off base for whole
wor-k group.

64. Free VCR rental and
two movies for one night.

65. Pool party for your
work group and their
families.

66. Two free theater
tickets, sitter,
and t_ransport.

67. Getting free laundry
service for one week.

68. Getting one day
free babysitting.

69. Getting free haircuts
for six months.

70. Four free phone
calls (one 20 minute
call/week).

AFSC AAF PAP
USAF

EUR OTHER

3.83 3.80 3.74 3.45 3.37

3.60 3.80 3.83 3.75 3.60

4.03 4.24 3.82 3.85 3. 7

3.79 3.88 3.58 3.41 3.42

3.94 3.92 3.55 3.56 3.44

3.94 3.76 3.44 3.52 3.38

4.21 4.25 3.80 3.82 3.60

3.74 4.08 3.62 3.65 3-68

3.55 3.83 3.28 3.34 3.15

4.19 4.48 4.01 4.10 4.00

4.30 4.40 4.42 4.41 4.16
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APPENDIX E Cont. AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING (BY COMMAND)

Incentives

71. Use of employment
referral agency for
your spouse.

72. Free round trip for
two to a nearby big ci

73. Tour of work site
for families of top
workers.

74. Letter of recognition
sent home to family.

75. Getting a ride in an
Air Force jet.

76. Engraved model airplaneor plaque.

77. jacket with achievement
patches or insignia.

78. Trophy for achievements
work.

79. Personalized pens.
pencils, and coffee mugs.

80. Certificate of
achievement put in
your file.

81. Wing Commander at your
work station to commend you.

32. Having your photograph
.aken with the Wing Conynander.

AMC AAP PkF
USAY
WR OTHER

4.05 4.09 3.76 3.84 3.67

4.24 4.08 4.04 3.96 3.95

S.19 2.78 3.12 2.90 2.82

3.77 3.37 3.49 3.41

4.43 4.21 4.26 4.35 4.15

3.89 4.21 3.86 3.80 3.58

3.94 3.79 3.74 3.48 3,34

3.75 3.71 3.49 3.40 3,28

3.67 3.79 3.46 3.37 3.33

4_29 4.24 4_11 3-97 3.87

4.06 4.234 3.76 4.78 3.47

57 3.16 3.12 3.09 2.83
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APPENDIX E (Concluded ): AVERAGE
INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY COMMAND)

Incentives

83. Outstanding perform nee
notice sent to next base.

84. Special recognition
in front of other personnel.

85. Having your name appear
on list of "Top Workers".

86. Award and recognition
bulletin board in work area.

87. Your unit appears on a
list of "Top Units" on base.

88. Named one of_ the Wing's
most outstanding personnel.

AF5C AAP PAT
USAF
EUR OTHER

4.16 4.28 4.04 3.99 3.75

3.52 3_64 3_44 3.48 3.19

3.63 3.68 3-48 3 39 3.29

3.49 3.20 3.23 3.27 3.12

4.19 3.92 3.72 3-74 3.57

3.90 3.80 3.64 3-58 3-29
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APPENDIX F: AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

Incentive Not
Married Married

I. "Shadow" the squadron
commander. 8 2.71

2. Meet a visit ng dignitarY.
3.26 3.00

3. Choose tasks you work on
for one day. 3.77 3.50

4_ Work in the group of your
choice. 3.94 3.68

5. Choose shift you work on. 4.29 4-18
6. Meeting between the commander
and your work group. 3.57 3.50

7_ Avoiding involuntarY
cross-training. 4.23 4.22

8. Attending a workshop on career
possibilities. 3.98 3.99

9. Getting first choice of training
opportunities. 4.26 4.30

10. Serving as the infoimal instructor 3.43 3-22For new workers.

L I. Field trip to see your specialty
kt. another Air Force base. 3.87 3.23

2_ Representing work group at
leetings with supervisors. 3.48 3.42

3. Attending an Airmen/NCO breakfast. 3_26 3.03
4. Participate in problem solving 3.59 3.63meetings at work.
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APPENDIX F (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTWENESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

neentiv
Not

Married Married

15. Choice of assignment inside
or outside of COMM.

4.82 4.85

16_ Choose next base of assigronent
within United States.

4.72 4_65

17. Choose country of assignment. 4.71 4.66

18. Take tenmporarY duty of your
choice.

4_52 4.32

19. Getting a day off for your 4.31 4.15

work group.

20. Getting a half day off for 4.15 3.86
your work group.

21. An hour off per day for 3. 6 3.43

work group for a week.

22. A day off not charged to 4.34 4.10

your leave account.

23. A half day off not charged 4.15 3.80

to your leave account.

24_ An hour per day 3_86 3.38

for a week.

25. An extra half hour for 3.91 3.42
lunch every day for a week.

26. Four time off hours to
be taken whenever you want.

4-01 3-60

27. Being excused from weekend 3.99 3-56

work for one month.
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APPE IX F (Cont.): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

Incentives Not
Married Ma Tied

28. No weekend work for work
group for one month. 4.00 3_59

29. Work group lunch catered
at your work place. 3.69 3.14

30. Check out a car from the
motor pool for use on base. 3.50 2.90

31. Three day pass during the
week (Tue.. Wed.. and Thurs.). 4.38 4.20

32. Getting a three day pass
over the weekend. 3.96 3.44

33. k social event during duty
time for your work group. 3.62 3.31

34. Picnic for work group and
families during duty time. 3.61 3.42

35. Excused from extra duti 3.99 3.39For one month.

36. Work group excused from extraiuties for one month. 3.99 3_52

17. Being allowed to live off base. 4.54 3.91
18. Access to base kitchen for
cook-your-own" nights. 3.56 2_42

9. Getting T-shirts with your
pork group insignia_ 3.50 3_01

O. Having your uniforms cleaned
ve for one month. 4.22 3.92
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APPENDIX F (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIV- NESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

ncentiv

41. Getting a $20 gift
certificate.

42. Technical
credit.

aining for college

43. Attending an effective study
habits program.

44. Attending a money management
workshop.

45. Having a job search seminar
for your spouse.

46. Job search seminar for
personnel near retirement_

47. Free continuing education
classes for family.

48. Defensive driver's txaining
course for family.

49. Taking a foreign language
course for free.

50. Having free foreign language
instruction for family.

51. A course/workshop in developing
parenting skills.

52. Attending a course/workshop
in stress management.

53_ Attending a personal awareness
seminar.

118 127

Not
tarried Marrie

4.21 4_15

4.56 4.48

3.70 3.45

3.70 3.45

3.59 3.66

4.11 4.15

4.21 4.48

3.74 3.65

4.08 3.71

3.85 3.63

3.55 3.28

3.68 3.54

3.48 3.11



APPE IX F (Cont. ). AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

Incentives Not
Mamied Married

54. Attending a free personal
grooming class. 3.21 2.30

55. Free dinner for two at an
off base restaurant. 4.20 4_02

56. Having your photograPb
taken free_ 3.47 2.80

57. Free item tic bag.sports watch, etc. 4.03 3.76

58. Have a weekend visitor
stay at base dormitory free. 3.94 2.74

59- Getting use of a car for
one weekend. 3.80 3.08

60. Free arts/crafts instructionsuch as photography. 3.82 3.44

51. Free recreation pass for 3.94 3.70E0 If. bowling, etc.

i2. Two free tickets to sports 4.14 3.93:vent or movie off base.

.3. Free tickets for movie off 3.85 3.52.ase for whole work group.

4_ Free VCR rental and twe 3.99 3.59tovies for one night_

S. Pool party for your work
roue and their families.

S. Two free theater ti k
tter and t_ransport
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APPE IX F (Cont. AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING
(BY MARITAL STATUS)

Incentives
Not

Married Mailed

67. Getting free laundrY
service for one week.

3.99 3.60

68. Getting one day free
babysitting.

3.54 3.36

69. Getting free haircuts for
six months.

4.36 4_19

70. Four free phone
(one 20 minute call/week).

4.43 4.16

71. Use of employment referral
agency for your spouse.

3.84 3-87

72. Free round trip for two
to a nearby big city,

73. Tour of work site for
families of top workers.

4.35

3.39

3.89

2.96

74. Letter of recognition sent
home to family.

3.90 3.35

75. Getting a ride in an. Air 4.58 4_17

Force jet.

76. Engraved model airp
or plaque.

4.09 3.83

77_ jacket with achievement
patches or insignia.

3.86 3.61

78. Trophy for achievements
at work.

3.86 3.54

79_ Personalized pens, pencils,
and coffee mugs.

3,79 3.54
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APPENDIX F (Concluded): AVERAGE
INCENTIVE ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY MARITAL STATUS)

Incentives Not
Married Married

0_ Certificate of achievement
ut in your iile. 4.23 3.99

1_ Wing Commander at your work
tation to commend you. 4.00 4

2. Having your 7thotograph 3.62 3.10.ken with the Wing Commander.

3. Outstanding performance 4.19 3.97)tice sent to next base.

I. Special recognition 3.58 3.44'sit of other personnel.

Having your name appear 3.70 3.45
L list of "Top Workers".

. Award ..nd recognition
lletin board in work area. 3_48 3.28

. Your unit appears on a
it of "Top Units" on base. 3.98 3_77

Named one of the Wing's 3.86 3.601st outstanding personnel.
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APPENDIX G: AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

1. "Shadow" the squadron
commander.

2. Meet a visiting
dignitary-

3. Choose tasks you work
on for one day.

4. Work in the group of
Your choice.

5. Choose shift you work on.

6. Meeting between the commander
and your work group.

7. Avoiding involuntary
cross-training.

8. Attending a workshop on
career possibilities.

9. Getting first choice of
training opportunities.

10. Serving as the informal
instructor for new workers.

Field trip to see your
specialty at another Air Force base.

12. Representing work group at
meetings with supervisors.

Attending an Airmen/NCO
breakfast.

Child- n
No

Children

3.14 2.61

3.24 2.94

3.78 3.42

3.92 3.62

4.28 4.15

3.56 3.48

4.27 4.17

3.99 3.98

4.31 4.27

3.38 3.20

3.73 3.16

3.44 3.44

3.17 3.03



APPENDIX G (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

14. Participate in problem
solving meetings at work.

15. Choice of assignment
inside or outside of CONUS.

16. Choose next base of
assignment within United States.

17. Choose country of assignment.

18. Take temporary duty of
your choice.

19. Getting a day off for
your work group.

20. Getting a half day off
for your work group.

21. An hour off per day
for work group for a we k.

22. A day off not charged
to your leave account-

23. A half day off not charged
to your leave account.

24. An hour off per day
'or a week.

as. kn extra ha__
unch every day

ur for
a week.

l6. Four time off hours to
)e taken whenever you want.
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Child en
No

Children

3.62 3.62

4.86 4.82

4.72 4.63

4.71 4.65

4.51 4.27

4.30 4.11

4.09 3.82

3. 3.35

4.34 4.02

4.1 1 3.73

3.28

3.83 3.34

3.95 3.



APPE IX G (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENT VE
ATTRACTINESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

No
Children Children

27_ Being excused from weekend 3.92
work for one month.

28. No weekend work for work 3.94
group for one month.

29. Work group lunch catered 3.60
at your work place.

30. Check out a car from the 3.39
motor pool for use on base.

31. Three day pass during the 4.38
week (Tue.. Wed., and Thurs.).

32. Getting a three day pass 3.90
over the weekend.

33. A social event during
duty time for your work group.

34. Picnic for work group and
families during duty time.

35. Excused from extra duties
for one month.

36- Work group excused from extra
duties for one month.

37. Being allowed to live
off base.

38. Access to base kitchen
for "cook-your-owe nights_

39. Getting T-shirts with
your work group insignia.

3.53

3.88

4.43

3.24

3.38

133

3.48

3-52

3.05

2.82

4.14

3-34

3.29

3-44

3.30

3.48

3.80

2.37

2-98



APPE DIX G (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENT VE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

Children
No

Children

40. Having ylms-air uniforms
cleaned free for one month.

4 5 3.89

41. Getting a $20 gift
certificate.

4.21 4.13

42. Technical training for
college credit--

4.56 4.44

43. Attending amn effective
studs, habits gparogram.

3.62 3.44

44_ Attending as money
managernent warorkshop.

3.54 3_28

45. Having a job search
seminar for ma= spouse.

3.70 3.61

46. Joh searci seminar for
personnel nea.- retirement.

4.11 4.16

47. Free contimuing education
classes for fassmily.

4.32 4.48

48. Defenlave drive s
tsaining cours for family.

3.71 3.64

49. Taking a foreign language
course for fre.m

4.07 3.60

50. Having fr foreign language
instruction

3.85 3-57

51. A course/workshop in
developing pas-.enting skills.

3.47 126

52. Attending as course/workshop
in stress manammement.

3.64 3.54
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APPENDIX G Cont. AVERAGE INCEN VE
ATTRACTIVE1\ESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

53. Attending a personal
awareness seminar.

54. Attending a free personal
grooming class.

55. Free dinner for two at an
off base restaurant.

56. Having your photograph
taken free.

57. Free item, athletic
bag, spons watch, etc.

58. Have a weekend visitor
stay at base dormitory free.

59. Getting use of a car
for one weekend.

60. Free arts/crafts instruction
such as photography.

61. Free recreation pass for
golf, bowling. etc.

62. Two free tickets to sports
event or movie off base.

63. Free tickets for movie off
base for whole work group.

64. Free VCR rental and two
movies for one night.

65. Pool party for your work
group and their families.

Ca-iildren
No

Childre

3.37 3.09

3.01 2.23

4-18 3_98

3.40 2.66

3-98 3.71

3-66 2.65

3.68 2.97

3-74 3_40

3.91 3.65

4.10 3.90

3-78 3.48

3.92 3.53

3.75 3.49



APENDIX G (Cont. ): AVERAGE INCENTWE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATLNG

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

66. Two fre.-ee theater tickets.
sitter, Prld transpo.
67. Getting free laundry
service Tor one week.

68. Cetting one day free
babysitting...-

69. Uetting free haircuts
for six monmmths.

70_ Pour fre phone calls
(one 20 rhiramute call week).

71. Use Or employment referralagency far ,,.our spouse.

72. Free rout_4nd trip for two to
a nearby biigne city.

73. Tour of work site for famillof top Woricrs.
74. Lttcr oiler recognition senthome to fmjly.
75. Gftainq ride in an
Air Farce jetmL.

76. gr-adw model airplane
or plague,

77 Jacket -'ith achievement
Patches or it=r3signia.

78. Trophy fe=pr achievements at work.

No
Children Children

3.90

3.91

3.35

4.34

4.39

3.93

4.24

3.32

3.74

4.53

4.08

3.81

3.79

3.80

3.55

3.44

4.16

A.jl

3.84

2.89

4.09

3.76

3.57

3.51



APPENDIX G (Concluded): AVERAGE INCENTIVE
ATTRACTIVENESS RATING

(BY DEPENDENT CHILDREN)

79. Personalized pens, pencils,
and coffee mugs.

80. Certificate of achievement
put in your file.

81. Wing Commander at your work
ion to commend you.

82. Having your photograph
taken with the Wing Commander.

83. Outstanding performance
notice sent to next base.

84. Special recognition in
front of other personnel.

85. Having your name appear
on list of "Top -Workers".

86. Award and recognition
bulletin board in work area.

87. Your unit appears on a
list of "Top Units" on base.

88. Named one of the Wing's
most outstanding personnel.

Children
No

Children

3.68 3.55

4.19 3.96

4.00 3.80

3.50 3.04

4.17 3.92

3.56 3.42

3.65 3.41

3.44 3.26

3.91 3.77

3.57



APPENDIX COPY OF INCENTIVE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

AIR FORCE a

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
SURVEY OF INCENTIVES AND FORMS OF RECOGNITION

-USAF SCN 86-03

S LABORATORY

MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL DIVISION
Brooks Air Force Base. Texas 78235-5601

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
BROOKS AIR FORpE BASE, TEXAS 78235-5101
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DEPARTMENT OF THE MR FORCE
MR rem= mous NISOUNetS LseoNATorr AM)

BROOKS AIR PORCI BASE@ TUAS 71=5

RIMY TO
AlYmUl4MOD (Lt Loogmire, AY240-3531)

Incentives and Forme of *acognittou

likSurvey laspondsut.

1. Tau were selected at random frou enlisted Air Force personnel worldwide
participate in this survey from the Air Force lumen Bamourcem Laboratory
(AF121.), Brooks Air Force Sean. Texas. Om thin survey you are asked to ra e
the attractivemees of various incentives and forma of recognition.
Instrectious for filling out the survey are given in the survey booklet.

2. The results of this urvey will be used to develop a manual that eau be
used by Air Force commanders and imagers to implement productivity
enhancement programs which are based an incentives and forms of recognition.

3. Tee will net bsve to pecifically identify yourself an the survey so your

answers will ba completely anonymous.

4. If you have amy questions. please contact Lt Kathy Lougmira.
Brooks AF3. TX 7152353601. AV240-3531.

3. V. 4PPreciata your time and cooperation in completing this survey. Tour

careful completion of the survey rill help make the result more accurate and

comprehensive. When you bees completed the urvey please return the answer
sheet only in the attached envelope to A7111..

1113R _ER

si2Claffti 021onel1 USAF
npawer and Parer/noel Divimion

3 Atcb
1. Survey Booklet
2. Answer Sheet
3. Addressed Envelope for

Anwar Sheet



SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD INCENTWESAND FORMS OF RECOGNITION

SURVEY CONTROL I USAF SCN 136-03

PR/VACY ACT STATElalIT

In accordwwe with the Air Force Privacy Act Program. AFR 12-35Paragraph EL the following information about this surveY is Provide&
a. Authority. 10 U. S. C.. 13012, Secretary of the Air Force: Powersand Duties Delegation IV-

b. Principal Purpose. Survey conduMed to identify attractiveness ofvariom incentives and forms of recognition for Air Force enliStedpersonnel.

c. Routine Use. The survey data will be converted to statisticalinformation for use by Air Force commanders imd managers in implementingproductivity enhancement programs which are based on incentives and forms ofrecognition.

d. Participation in this sw-vey is entirely vohmtary.
e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any individualwho elects not to participate W this survey

DISTRUCTIONS FOR commErvw niz SURVEY OF Az liftIDESTOWARD remErnvEs AND FORMS OF RECOGNITION
Parj

At the bottom of your answer sheet you will find a section marked'Numeric Grid. Before completing the survey please answer the followingfive questions by filling in the appropriate oval under each coltmin.
To fill in the unAwar sheet, use a soft, number 2 pencil, aud completelyblacken the oval that fits your answer.
1. What is your marital status (Cohunn 1 in Ninneric Grid)

Sbigle o
Married 1

(For example, if you are single you would fill in the zero oval trader Column1 in the Numeric Grid.)

2. Do you have dependent children living in your home? (Column 2)
No 0
Yes 1



3. What is yow- current r ? Col

Arrin-SrA a 0
Sgt-SSgt 1
TSgt-MSgt 2

4. Under which command do you serve? (Column 4)

Tactical Air Command a 0
Strategic Air Command = 1
Military Airlift Command 2
Air Trathing Command 3
Air Force Logistics Command 4
Air Force Systems Command = 5
Alaskan Air Forces a 6
Pacific Air Forces a 7
United States Air Forces in Europa
Other 9

5. Please indicate your gender by marking the appropriate 0
section marked SEX (to the right of the Numeric GricL)

Part 2
Each of tbe following questions contains a different ulcentive or form of

recognition that might be made availsthle to Air Force persconeL You are to
look at each one and rate it according to the following attractiveness scale:

Not At All Slightly Moderately Very Extremely
Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive

A

In other words, for each incentive listed, you are to decide how
it is to you and then fill in the box an the answer sheet with the
that most closely fits how you feel about it

ost incentives will be applicable to you. situation it is
expected tbat smug will have little or no attsactIveness to yes. 'Those
&motives are included became we are aurveylag a broad range of people.
and some things you find not attracUve others may find verY attractive.

Finally, several incentives refer to your "work group" receiving the
incentive listed. Your work group is that most immediate group of people
with whom you work. This would usually be the people in your mit that you
would have face-to-face contact with every day.

DO NOT STAPLE OR OTHERWISE DAMAGE THE ANSWER SHEET AS
THE ELECTRONIC SCANNER WILL. NOT READ THE FORK AND YOUR
INPU7 WILL BE REJECTED.



RATE THE FOLLOWING nicEwrivis AND FORMS OF
RECOGNITION USING THE SCALE INDICATED BELOW:

Not At All Slightly iiodanitaly Very ExtremelyAttractive Attractive Attractive Atiracilve Attractive
a

In ariswering the following questices, match the number an the answersheet to the member on the survey for each incentive When you have chosenthe rating that most closely fits your feelings tdoout the incentive fill inthe appropriate box on Me answer sheet

1. Being selected to "shadow" the squadron commander or other upper levelmanager for a day to get a more comprehensive view of tbe workings ofthe orgamization.

(For example, if you found this incentive to be very attractive you wouldblacken the box "10" in the row marked =enter 1 on the answer sheet)
M

3. H
visiiing dignitary as a representative of base personnel-

-plate choice of widt tasks you work on for one day.
4. BeMg able to work in the group of your choice
S. Being tdole to choose which shift you work on.

& Having a meeting between the commander and your work group to discussanything you want to.

7. Avoiding involuntary cross-trainiag.

Attending a workshop on career possibilities io your career fiel&
Getting first choice from those avail:dile of appropriate training opportisutiesin yowr career field.

10. Serving as the informal instructor for newer workers.
11. Going on a field trip one weekend to see your specialty atanother Air Force base.

12. Being a representative of your work group at meetings with supervisorsto voice your work group's concerns or suggestions.
11 Attending an Airmen/NCO breakfast which would include feedback & itemsof mutual interest discussed in a semi-social atmosphere.
14. Getting the opportimity to participate in regular problem solvingmeetings at work.

Getting choice of assignment inside or outside of CONUS.
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Not At All Slightly Moderately Very Extremely
Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive

A

Getting to choose a region of United States (e.g.. East Coast. Midwest,
eta) where your next base of assignment is located.

17. Getting to choose comtry of Essig=

18. Being Eelle to tnke temporary duty of your choice.

19. Getting a day off for your work grouti (For example, half the group
gets off one day, the other hnlf gets off the next day.)

20. Getting a half da off for your work group.

21. Your work group getting an hour off_from work at the beginnin
of each day for a week.

22. Getting a day_off for yourself, which is
OCCOUnt.

23. Getting a half dav off for
acccuot.

24. Getting en hour off at the beginning or end of each day for a

25. Getting an e*tra half hour for lunch every day for a week.

ur le

not charged to your leave

26. Getting four free hours of time off during a month to be taco whenever
you wmt.

27. Being excused from weekend work for one month.

213. Your work group being excused from weekend work for one month

29. Having a work group lunch catered at your work place.

0. Being able to check out a cw from the motor pool for use on base.

31. Getting a three day pass during the week (Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thwrsday).

Getting a three day pass over the weekend.

33. Having a social event during duty time for your work group.

34. Having a picnic for your work group &rid their families during duty
time.

35. Being excused from extra duties such as cleaning, grass cutting. etc.
-for one month
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36. Having your work group excused from extra duties such as cleening,grass cutting, etc for one month.
37. Being allowed to live off base.
38. Having access to tbe base kitchen for 'cook-your-
39. Getting T-shirts with your work group insignia,
40. Having your uniforms cleaned free for one month,
41. Getting a $20 gift certificate for use at a clothing store, BX,drycletmer, etc.

42. Getting greeter oppsrhmity for free technical training that isacceptable for college credit.
43. Attending an effective study habits program.
44. Attending a money management workshop
45. Having a job search seminar for your spouse.
46. Having a job search seminar for military personnel approachingretirement
47. Family members attending continuing educetion classes free or etreduced cost

48. Having a defensive driver's Wadi:Ling course for spouses and children.
49. Taking a foreign language course for free.
50. Having free foreign kusguage instrtation for family menthera
51. Attending a course/workshop in developing parenting skills.
52. Attending a course/workshop in stress management
53 Attending a personal awareness seminar.
54. AtterWing a free personal grooming chns.
55. Getting a free dbmer of your choice for two at an off base restaurant
56. Having your photograph,taken free.
57. Cestting sci athletic bag, sports watch. sat o woodworking tools orsimilar item for free.
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Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive Attractive
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58. Being allowed to have a weekend visitor stay at the base dormitory for
free,

59. Getting use of a car for one weekend.

60. Getting free arts/crats instermtion in areas such as photography.
paizting. etc.

61. Getting a free recreation pass for golf, bowling. etc.

62. Getting two free admission tickets to a local sports event or to a
movie off base.

63. Your entire work group get g free tickets to go to a movie off blue
together.

64. Getting free video recorder rental and two movies for one night

65. Having a pool party for Your work group and their

66. Getting two free theater tickets to a play M town, with transpor
there and back mid free babysitting.

67. Getting free latmdry service for one week.

68. Getting cue day free babysitting.

69. Gettisg free haircuts for six months.

70. Getting free telepine calls home (One 20 minute call a week for four
weeks).

71. Getting use of employment referral agency for your spouse.

72. Getting a free rotted trip for two to a nearby big city.

73. 'Having families of high performing wits given a tour of the work site.

74. Having a letter of recognition sent home to family.

75. Getting a ride in an Air Force jet

76. Receiving an engraved model airplane or plaque for high performance.

77. Getting a jacket with patches or insignia representing achievements.

78. Receiving a trophy for achievements at wo

79. Getting personalized pens. pencils, and coffee mugs for outstanding
performance.
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80. Receiving a formal certificate of achievement from your supervisor andhaving it put in your pernument film

Having the Wing Commander come to your work station to commend You fora job well done.

82. Having your PbetogroPh taken with the Wing Conunader.
83. Having a special notice for outstanding performance sent to theCommanding Officer et next base of assignment
84. Being sMgled out for special recoguitIon in front of
85. Having your name appear on list -.: ?op Workers apPearm.
86. Having a bulletin board where awards and forms ofposted in your work area.
57. Having your mit appear on a list of ?op Units
88. Being recognized formally as one of the Wing's

persormel at a quarterly, pidgin ceremony.

Please list below any other attractivethat you can think of.

squadron

_Mg

of recognition


